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[image: ]50+ Engineering Resume Examples - Here's What Works In 2024
Engineers are in demand in every industry as technology evolves and companies prioritize innovation. we've provided word and pdf templates for every kind of engineering role, whether that's a software or mechanical engineering role. use them as inspiration as you write your engineering resume..

[image: Software engineers are going to want to use relevant keywords and list results-based experience to get their resumes beyond ATS.]Choose a category to browse Engineering resumes
We've put together a number of free Engineering resume templates that you can use. Choose a category depending on your field, or just scroll down to see all templates.
Software Engineer Resumes
Software engineers need to be equipped for a field of ever-changing technology. Showing your adaptability in your work is essential for any software engineer’s resume. Today we’ll be helping you by providing five software engineer resume templates to help you do just that: display your technical versatility, prove your results, and demonstrate necessary skills in 2023.
Entry Level Software Engineer

[image: Entry-level software engineers may not have much work experience, but they can use their education to highlight their capabilities.]Senior Software Engineer

[image: Demonstrate your senior-level capabilities by showing how you lead a team to success and positive results.]Software Test Engineer

[image: Software test engineers work to find areas of software improvement. Demonstrating that you can boost efficiency is key.]Software Engineering Lead

[image: A software engineering lead can use a resume like this to emphasize their work experience.]Software Engineer Intern

[image: A software engineer intern resume sample that highlights the applicant’s range of capabilities and expanding toolset.]Experienced Software Engineer

[image: An experienced software engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s current tools section and managerial skills.]Junior Software Engineer

[image: A junior software engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s thorough skills list and career growth.]Principal Software Engineer

[image: A principal software engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s leadership and communication skills.]Mid-Level Software Engineer

[image: A mid-level software engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s value addition and education.]Software QA Engineer

[image: A software QA engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s value addition and awards.]Lead Software Engineer

[image: A lead software engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s leadership experience and software keywords.]Software Developer Resumes
Software developers are the magicians behind the applications we use daily on our mobiles or computers. They design, develop, and maintain programs by using programming languages. Most software developers are problem-solvers, logical thinkers, and lifelong learners, as this industry is always evolving. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, software developers are highly in-demand. Their job outlook is expected to increase by up to 25 percent, which is significantly high compared to other occupations. Yet, a good resume can elevate even more those expectations. This guide will help you create the best software developer resume.
Senior Software Developer

[image: A senior software developer resume example that uses bullet points and strong action verbs]Junior Software Developer

[image: A junior software developer resume template that uses metrics to illustrate achievements]Entry Level Software Developer

[image: An entry-level software developer resume template that highlights volunteering experience and personal projects]React Developer

[image: A react developer resume template that is tailored to the software development industry]Backend Developer

[image: A backend developer resume template that prioritizes backend development experience]Node JS Developer

[image: A Node JS developer resume example including a brief description, work history, and contact info]AngularJS Developer

[image: A AngularJS developer resume example including industry-related keywords]Web Developer Resumes
With an increasingly digital world, web development is one of the fastest growing fields to get into - and a finely-crafted resume is a key tool for opening the door. Learn how to make your skillset stand out with five examples of web developer resumes and industry-based best practices in this guide.
Front End Web Developer

[image: Know what the hiring manager is looking for in front end web developers (including essential accomplishments and added value skills) and make it easy to find on your resume.]Entry Level Web Developer

[image: Entry level web developers can demonstrate their proficiency with relevant technical skills by including examples of how those skills were put to use for a variety of purposes.]Freelance Web Developer

[image: Freelance web developers should demonstrate their past experiences with applying their skills in ways that result in client satisfaction.]Senior Web Developer

[image: Senior web developers should emphasize their leadership ability through their experience while including their indicated proficiency at a variety of technical skills. ]Junior Web Developer

[image: A junior web developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s certifications and skill set.]Full Stack Web Developer

[image: A full-stack web developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s front-end and back-end qualifications.]Programmer Resumes
A programmer is a crucial computer science professional in the process of app development. They write code, maintain, and debug applications. They work with other IT specialists like UX designers, engineers, cyber security professionals, etc., to ensure the software works efficiently. If you’re a programmer and want to know how to create your resume, read on. In this guide, you’ll learn how to showcase your experience, highlight your achievements, and demonstrate your skills even if you don’t have programming experience. We’ll also provide you with ten programmer resume examples you can use as inspiration.
Computer Programmer

[image: A cronological computer programmer resume template that includes education and skills]Entry-Level Programmer

[image: An Entry-Level Programmer that highlights education, projeccs, and academic activities]SAS (Statistical Analysis System) Programmer

[image: A SAS (Statistical Analysis System) Programmer template that emphasizes work experience]CNC (Computer Numerically Controlled) Programmer

[image: A CNC Programmer resume template that prioritizes work experience]Software Programmer

[image: A software programmer resume that includes work experience, education, and additional information]Java Programmer

[image: A resume template that highlights previous professional experience as a Java Programmer]Game Programmer

[image: A game development resume that includes contact information and showcases relevant experience]PLC Programmer

[image: A PLC Programmer resume template that emphasizes work experience and includes an education and skills section]Programmer Analyst

[image: A Programmer Analyst resume template including education, work history, and additional information]Front End Developer Resumes
Front end developers play a crucial role in crafting websites or apps that are functional, beautiful, and accessible. Showing that you have the relevant skills and experience is important for any front end developer’s resume. Below, we’ve compiled five resume templates with the most important qualities to have in 2023. (Google Docs and PDFs attached).
iOS Developer

[image: iOS Developers should include specific examples of their experience in mobile app development. ]Entry Level Front End Developer

[image: Entry-level front end developers may not have much work experience, but they can use their education to highlight their capabilities.]JavaScript Developer (Front-End)

[image: Make sure to detail specific experience that you have with JavaScript development when applying for such a role. ]React Front End Developer

[image: When applying for a React Front End Developer role, use this template to display your extensive experience.]Junior Front End Developer

[image: A junior front-end developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s specializations and successful experience.]DevOps Resumes
DevOps engineers are basically the bridge between software developers and IT operations. It’s a role that not only requires teamwork and communication but also requires important technical skills like benchmarking and automation. Below are four DevOps resume examples you can gain inspiration from. They’ll give you an idea of what a job-winning resume looks like.
DevOps Manager

[image: DevOps Manager resumes should show how well you can use key software tools to automate programs. They also want to see how good you are at leading others to use it as well. Describe in your resume experience how you’ve led a team to success using these tools.]AWS DevOps Engineer

[image: An AWS DevOps engineer does a lot of work to boost the performance of AWS production systems. So your resume will need strong action verbs to convey that. Don’t be afraid to highlight achievements, whether for the company or yourself via promotions.]Kubernetes DevOps Engineer

[image: Recruiters are looking for those who are skilled with Kubernetes. Talk about key skills you’ve used in your experience that also appear in the job description so you can pass ATS.]Azure DevOps Engineer

[image: An Azure DevOps engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s Azure qualifications and impressive metrics.]Senior DevOps Engineer

[image: A senior DevOps engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s strong skills section and career progression.]Docker/DevOps Engineer

[image: A docker/DevOps eningeer resume with a degree in computer science and experience as a systems analyst and JDE developer.]Elasticsearch / Elastic search DevOps Engineer

[image: A resume for a elasticsearch DevOps engineer with a dgeree in electronics and communication engineering and experience as a DevOps engineer.]Kubernetes Engineer

[image: A resume for a Kubernetes engineer with a degree in computer science and experience as a AWS architect and software tester.]AWS Lambda Engineer

[image: AWS Lambda Engineer resume showcasing AWS ecosystem proficiency and problem-solving skills.]Full Stack Developer Resumes
In today’s job market, companies are in a hiring frenzy for qualified software engineers to create efficient and appealing websites and mobile applications. As a full stack developer, you’ll want to emphasize your fluency in both front end and back end development. Let’s go over six full stack developer resume templates to get you started in 2023.

[image: A full stack web developer resume that focuses on website developer experience, relevant education in computer engineering, and technical skills.]Junior Full Stack Developer

[image: A junior full stack developer resume that highlights relevantIT experience, a related computer science education, and certifications.].NET Full Stack Developer

[image: A .NET full stack developer resume that highlights relevant work experience with .NET frameworks, supplemented by hard skills, education, and projects.]Entry Level Full Stack Developer

[image: An entry level full stack developer resume that primarily focuses on education, internship experience, supplemented by university projects and skills.]Java Full Stack Developer

[image: A Java full stack developer resume with work experience tailored to Java,  computer science degree, and relevant skills and certifications. ]Senior Full Stack Developer

[image: A senior full-stack developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s qualifications and strong software developer background.]Java Developer Resumes
Java developers are the cornerstone of the industry. While most developers will know and use several programming languages over the course of their careers, getting a job as a Java developer will give you longevity and security. In short, Java developer jobs are perennially in demand. In this article, we’ll look at some example resumes to help you demonstrate your skill as a Java developer to employers.

[image: Java full stack developer resume which has strong work experience and skills sections.]J2EE Developer

[image: J2EE developer resume example which highlights specific examples relating to the J2EE platform]Senior Java Developer

[image: Senior Java developer resume example which uses strong action verbs relating to Java engineering]Java Software Engineer

[image: Java software engineering resume example which highlights Java software development experience]Junior Java Developer

[image: A junior java developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s key achievements and Java qualifications.]Java Backend Developer

[image: A Java backend developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s career progression and quantifiable impact.]Entry-Level Java Developer

[image: An entry-level Java developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s developer qualifications and educational background.]Python Developer Resumes
Python is one of the key elements in the backend of common applications you use today. A Python developer’s tasks will vary. But generally, they’re used in big data centers acting as the glue between other programs. As a Python developer, you’ll need to know how to use Python to capture data, integrate systems, and help create machine-learning applications. This guide will give you industry-related tips to help you craft the perfect Python developer resume.
Junior Python Developer

[image: When you don’t have much experience, it’s important to tailor your resume to a Python developer role. Do so by talking about how you’ve used relevant skills on the job.]Senior Python Developer

[image: Senior Python developer resumes need to demonstrate company growth, superior Python skills, leadership, and management]IT Manager Resumes
Want to be an information technology manager in 2023? Your resume is a key part of your application. Below, we’ve compiled three resume templates that will help you land your dream IT Manager role, along with other knowledge you’ll need to gain that extra edge against the competition. (Google Docs and PDFs attached).
IT Infrastructure Manager

[image: When applying for an IT Infrastructure Manager role, emphasize relevant technical skills and experience.]IT Security Manager

[image: IT Security Managers should emphasize their past skills and experience in cybersecurity. ]Senior IT Manager

[image: A senior IT manager resume sample that highlights the applicant’s strong IT background and managerial experience.]IT Asset Manager

[image: An IT asset manager resume sample that highlights the applicant’s wide skills range and relevant certifications.]Cyber Security Resumes
It’s certainly become increasingly clear that cyber security professionals are essential in 2023. The news has been littered with headlines of major security breaches at companies both large and small with the associated damage measured in dollars. Cyber security professionals are in demand and will be for the foreseeable future. Here are some ways to target your resume, complete with examples and tips specific to this growing industry.
Cyber Security Engineer

[image: Cyber security engineering resume has specific keywords to get past ATS]Cyber Security Consultant

[image: Cyber security consultants resume who has consulted on different cyber projects]Cyber Security Specialist

[image: Cyber security specialist resume which prioritizes recent jobs and includes a job title]Entry Level Cyber Security Analyst

[image: Entry level cyber security analyst resume which prioritizes education and is tailored to security roles]Junior Cyber Security Analyst

[image: A junior cyber security analyst resume that features past experience in information security admin and systems engineering.]Cyber Security Intern

[image: A cyber security intern resume sample that highlights the applicant’s certifications and related experience.]Salesforce Resumes
Salesforce is one of the most popular CRM platforms that streamline the entire sales life cycle. It orchestrates multiple functions, including customer service, analytics, IoT, communication channels, etc. Since Salesforce is a cloud-based application, users have their information available anywhere at any time. If you’re familiar with this interface and want to get a job in the Salesforce field, look at this guide. We’ll share six Salesforce resume templates that will serve as inspiration. Additionally, we’ll give you some interesting tips you can use to enhance your resume.
Salesforce Developer

[image: A Salesforce Developer resume template that includes education, work expeirence, skills, and contact information]Salesforce Consultant

[image: A Salesforce Consultant resume template that organizes work experience chronologically]Salesforce Business Analyst

[image: A Salesforce Business Analyst  resume example that includes education, skills, work experience, and additional information]Junior Salesforce Administrator

[image: A Junior Salesforce Administrator resume example that includes relevant work history, education, and skills ]Salesforce QA / Testing

[image: A two column Salesforce QA resume template that includes relevant work experience, education, and contact information]Salesforce Marketing (Cloud)

[image: A Salesforce marketing cloud resume with work experience in Salesforce adminstration and business analytics, and a business degree.]Salesforce Product Manager

[image: A Salesforce project manager resume with a MS in management and experience in Salesforce adminstration.]Quality Assurance Resumes
If the tech industry were the publishing industry, Quality Assurance professionals would be the proofreaders. So much of our world runs on extensive lines of code these days, and it’s mathematically impossible for it all to be perfect. This article will show you how QA professionals are integral to the tech industry and give you resume examples to target these roles.
QA (Quality Assurance) Automation Engineer

[image: A sample QA Automation Engineer resume, which focuses on system-wide strategies for identifying bugs.]QA (Quality Assurance) Engineer

[image: A sample QA Engineer resume which demonstrates the ways that QA Engineers work in both customer-facing and internal roles. ]QA (Quality Assurance) Manager

[image: A sample QA manager resume which shows the career shift from engineer to a specialized employee who balances the human and computer-driven solutions for QA processes. ]QA (Quality Assurance) Software Tester

[image: A sample QA Tester resume for those who want a role that works through the lifecycle of software development, eliminating software bugs along the way. ]Entry Level QA (Quality Assurance) Tester

[image: A sample entry-level QA Tester resume that shows the basic skills necessary to enter the QA field. ]QA (Quality Assurance) Analyst/Specialist

[image: A sample QA Specialist resume that shows the way to tailor your intermediate-level QA skill set into a general and managerial path, as opposed to specializing as a QA tester.]Medical Quality Assurance Inspector

[image: A resume for a medical quality assurance inspector with a BSN in quality assurance and previous experience as a test operator.]QA Engineer

[image: A resume for a QA engineer with a master's degree in computer engineering and prior experience as a lead QA engineer.]Quality Engineer Resumes
As technology pervades every area of life, Quality Engineers are necessary, in high demand, and with the right education, experience, and skills, you can quickly move up. This guide will cover how to compile your Quality Engineer resume, with templates and examples that you can replicate yourself, as well as needed skills in the industry.

[image: QA (Quality Assurance) Engineer resume template for job seekers in 2023]Senior Quality Engineer

[image: Senior Quality Engineer resume example for 2023 job hunters]Supplier Quality Engineer

[image: Supplier Quality Engineer resume example in 2023 and tips and trends for job hunters]Electrical Engineer Resumes
Electrical engineering is a complex and multifaceted field with many potential areas of specialization. Our resume samples will show you what recruiters are looking for in 2023 (Google Docs and PDFs included).
Entry Level Electrical Engineer

[image: Entry level electrical engineer resume with educational history, internships, and volunteer projects]Electrical Site Engineer

[image: Electrical site engineer resume with relevant work experience, leadership skills, and strong action verbs]Electrical Design Engineer

[image: Electrical design engineer resume with hard skills section and relevant educational background]Senior / Experienced Engineer

[image: Senior electrical engineer resume with past promotions and management action verbs]Electrician

[image: Alt text: Screenshot of an electrician's resume showcasing specific skills and recognized certifications.]Electrician Apprentice

[image: An Electrician Apprentice resume detailing relevant coursework and practical skills.]System Administrator Resumes
With steady growth in the field, now is a great time to start a career as a System Administrator, especially for those who are able to specialize. This guide will show you how to set up your System Administrator resume, with specialized System Administrator templates that you can use. You’ll also learn important skills for this field.
IT System Administrator

[image: IT System Administrator example in 2023 and tips and trends for job hunters ]Junior System Administrator

[image: Junior System Administrator resume example for 2023 job hunters, and how to break into the sysadmin field]Linux System Administrator

[image: Linux System Administrator example in 2023 and tips and trends for job hunters ]Senior System Administrator

[image: Senior System Administrator resume example for job hunters in 2023]Entry-Level System Administrator

[image: An entry-level system administrator resume sample that highlights the applicant’s qualifications and related experience.]Experienced System Administrator

[image: An experienced system administrator resume sample that highlights the applicant’s extensive experience and qualifications.]Windows System Administrator

[image: A Windows system administrator resume sample that highlights the applicant's certifications and experience.]Scrum Master Resumes
Your resume is a neat summary of who you are and what you bring to the table. Here are five templates of sample resumes for a scrum master that will do the job and more to land you the role in 2023.
Agile Scrum Master

[image: An agile scrum master resume with a brief summary, three most recent and relevant work experiences, education, skills, and other. ]Entry Level Scrum Master

[image: An entry level scrum master resume that highlights education, internship experience, volunteer and project management experience, activities, and technical skills. ]Agile Coach

[image: An agile coach resume with extremely detailed bullet points about previous work experience, completed projects, education, and hard skills. ]Junior Scrum Master

[image: A junior scrum master resume sample highlighting the applicant’s technical experience and tools list.]Program Manager Scrum Master

[image: A program manager Scrum Master resume sample that highlights the applicant's Agile qualifications and management experience.]Project Manager/Scrum Master

[image: A project manager/scrum master resume sample that highlights the applicant’s Agile certifications and career progression.]Senior Scrum Master

[image: A resume for a senior scrum master with a masters degree in data science and experience as an agile business analyst and scrum master.]Civil Engineer Resumes
Civil engineering is an in-demand career with high salary expectations and plenty of room for growth. In this guide, we’ve included everything you need to write a great civil engineer resume and land the perfect job, including essential skills and keywords, industry-specific tips, and resume template samples you can use to get started.
Entry Level Civil Engineer

[image: Entry level civil engineer resume sample template listing volunteer experience and university projects]Entry-Level Civil Engineer

[image: An entry-level civil engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s licenses and early engineering projects.]Design Engineer

[image: Design engineer resume sample template featuring strong action verbs and highlighting career growth]Architect / Architecture

[image: Architect resume sample template using bullet points to highlight soft skills and accomplishments]Structural Engineer

[image: Structural engineer resume sample template using a resume title and skills list with subsections]Senior Civil Engineer

[image: A senior civil engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s career progression and  years of experience.]Civil Engineer Project Manager

[image: A civil engineer project manager resume sample that highlights the applicant's career progression and quantifiable success.]Network Administrator Resumes
Network administrators are an essential part of any organization’s IT team. When crafting your application, showing that you have the requisite skills and experience is important to ensure that your resume will stand out from the crowd. Below, we’ve compiled four resume templates with the most important qualities to have in 2023. (Google Docs and PDFs attached).
IT Network Administrator

[image: When crafting your IT network administrator resume, include concrete examples of your past accomplishments. ]Junior Network Administrator

[image: Junior network administrators should consider including a concise elevator pitch and using strong action verbs in their work experience section. ]Entry Level Network Administrator

[image: Entry-level network administrators may not have much work experience, but they can use their education to highlight their capabilities.]Mechanical Engineer Resumes
Mechanical engineering is a diverse field with a multitude of applications. Read these resume samples to learn what hiring managers want to see in 2023 (Google Docs and PDFs attached).
Junior Mechanical Engineer

[image: Junior mechanical engineer resume with relevant internships, extracurricular activities, and educational history]Mechanical Design Engineer

[image: Mechanical design engineer resume with strong action verbs and skills section]Senior Mechanical Engineer

[image: Senior mechanical engineer resume with quantified achievements and previous promotions]Entry-Level Mechanical Engineer

[image: Entry level mehanical engineer resume with a degree in mechanical engineering, skills in engineering design, and internship experience.]Experienced Mechanical Engineer

[image: Experienced mechanical engineer's resume featuring a degree in mechanical engineering, experience as a system and industrial engineer.]Manufacturing Engineer Resumes
Manufacturing engineers are one of the most in-demand experts due to the rapid changes the field undergoes as new materials and processes are developed. If you have an analytical mind and enjoy planning a product’s production from start to finish, this guide will help you build an eye-catching manufacturing engineer resume by reviewing five templates and key skills.
Senior Manufacturing Engineer

[image: Senior manufacturing engineers should emphasize their leadership positions and focus on using strong action verbs. ]Manufacturing Quality Engineer

[image: As a manufacturing quality engineer, reference your speciality skills and techniques whenever possible.]Entry Level Manufacturing Engineer

[image: Entry level manufacturing engineers should include their program, coursework, and special activities to indicate their understanding of the role.]Network Engineer Resumes
Network engineers are highly sought-after professionals in today’s tech-driven world. Our resume samples can help you find a job in this dynamic field (Google Docs and PDFs attached).
Senior Network Engineer

[image: Senior network engineer resume with past promotions and effective action verbs]Wireless Network Engineer

[image: Wireless network engineer resume with continuing education, skills section, and relevant work experience]Entry Level Network Engineer

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]IT Network Engineer

[image: IT network engineer resume with strong action verbs and measurable achievements]Cisco Network Engineer (CCNA)

[image: Cisco network engineer resume with CCNA credential and relevant experience]Telecom Network Engineer

[image: A resume for a telecom network engineer with past experience in network support and a bachelor's degree in computer science. ]Network Security Engineer

[image: A network security engineer resume with experience as a technical support supervisor, security anaylst, and network analyst.]Node.js Resumes
Node.js developers play a crucial part in designing real-time interactive web applications. Read on to learn how to create a Node.js resume that’ll get you interviews in 2023 (Google Docs and PDFs attached).
Node.js Software Developer

[image: Node.js software developer resume with quantified achievements, relevant education, and Node.js certification]Senior Node.js Developer

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]SQL Developer Resumes
SQL developers are constantly in demand given that SQL is the foundation of most databases used across enterprises. Therefore, there’s no better time than now to apply for roles in this field. Here is a guide to writing a standout SQL developer resume, which includes useful resume templates and industry-specific tips.
Junior SQL Developer

[image: This Junior SQL Developer resume template highlights one's experience developing an application that helped the client with their business.]PL/SQL Developer

[image: This PL/SQL Developer resume helps in proving one's ability to manage multiple projects and be highly organized with data.]SQL Analyst

[image: This SQL Analyst resume template demonstrates one's skills and abilities with managing projects involving a great amount of scripts.]SQL Data Analyst

[image: This SQL Data Analyst resume template can help you design a resume that puts emphasis on the right skills and achievements.]SQL Database Administrator

[image: An SQL Database Administrator resume template that shows experience with database admin, SQL and database systems.]Oracle SQL Developer

[image: An Oracle SQL developer resume with a degree in computer science, Oralce database SQL certification, and past experience as a data analyst.]SQL Server Developer

[image: A SQL server developer resume with a degree in computer science and previous experience in software engineering and NET development. ]Entry-Level SQL Developer

[image: An entry-level SQL developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s certifications and key achievements.]Integration Architect Resumes
Modern business processes require that information moves fast and efficiently between different applications, tasks, and software. Most of the time, these applications and software systems cannot work with each other unless an Integration Architect allows them to. Read on to learn how to target your resume to boost your chances of getting a job as an Integration Architect.
Enterprise Integration Architect

[image: A resume template showing the experience and skills of an Enterprise Integration Architect with 10+years in the industry]Integration Solution Architect

[image: A resume template showing the experience and skillset of an Integration Solution Architect with 10+ years in the industry]Engineering Manager Resumes
An engineering manager’s main job is to solve any engineering problem during a project. They also respond to technical questions, propose budgets for projects, train new staff members, and work with other departments. Engineers also prepare reports of the projects they’re working on. Here are a few tips, skills, action verbs, and recommendations to help point you in the right direction as you prepare your resume.
Software Engineering Manager

[image: This is a resume of a software engineering maanger highlighting experience at different companies. ]Data Engineering Manager

[image: This is the resume of a data engineering manager that highlights experience at diffeent companies.]Senior Engineering Manager

[image: This is the resume of a senior engineeering manager that highlights experience at diffeent companies.]IoT Engineering Manager

[image: This is the resume of an IoT engineeering manager that highlights experience at diffeent companies.]Software Tester Resumes
The technology industry has been one of the fastest-growing industries for over a decade. The Covid pandemic accelerated that growth as the entire globe transferred its workforce, learning industry, and socializing online almost instantaneously. The technology industry has had to rapidly build different online platforms and tools to provide for this new online normal. Software testers ensure that the programs and platforms that we now use every day, run as smoothly as possible, do what they say they are going to do, and are easy to use. This guide will take you through different software tester positions, show you some successful resumes, and give you tips to create your own strong and attractive resume.
Automation Tester

[image: An automation tester sample resume that highlights the quantifiable success of applicant's testing capabilities and software certification]Test Engineer

[image: Test engineer sample resume that highlights applicant's technical skills and relevant developer experience]Test Analyst

[image: Test analust sample resume that highlights the applicant's value addition and management experience]Software Development Engineer in Test (SDET)

[image: Software Development Engineer in Test (SDET) sample resume that highlights the applicant's creativity, and developer and tester experience.]Validation Specialist

[image: A resume for a validation specialist with a degree in business analytics and experience as a test analyst and test engineer.]Service Technician Resumes
The service technician job space is vibrant at the moment. It's an ideal space to work in due to the diversity of jobs and industries. It is a fair assessment to contend that service technicians are needed in almost every industry. At the elementary level, these professionals handle the technical aspects of the equipment in their domain of work, be it in engineering, IT, agriculture, etc. So, how do you make your service technician resume stand out? Here's how.
Field Service Technician

[image: A Field Service Technician resume example highlighting robust educational background and professional experience.]Environmental Service Technician

[image: An Environmenal Service Technician resume sample showing career growth and acquired professional experience.]HVAC Service Technician

[image: An HVAC resume template highlighting the applicant's HVAC-targeted skill set.]Platform Engineer Resumes
With all the fast-paced start-ups surrounding us today, one of the most sought-after jobs is a platform engineer. Technology is booming everywhere and software applications need constant upgrading and patching to stay relevant. It's a well-paid job that will stick around for some time. In this guide, we will help you prepare your resume for platform engineering jobs. We will also throw in a couple of hacks that will make your resume stand out.
DevOps Platform Engineer

[image: A DevOps engineer resume that highlights the ability to use different tools to improve software environment in a company.]Automation Engineer Resumes
As technology continues to develop and evolve at accelerated speeds, many industries are using new technology to shift from manual processes to more efficient and cost-effective automated processes. And when a company is looking to find points of automation, automation engineers are who they call to make it happen. This guide will take you through some of the automation engineer titles out there, show you what a strong resume looks like for each title, and give you tips to create your own to nab yourself a job.
QA Automation Engineer

[image: QA automation engineer resume sample that quantifies the applicant's success and updated skills set]Robotic Process Automation Engineer

[image: Robot Process Automation Engineer resume sample that highlights applicant's experience and tools section.]Test Automation Engineer

[image: A comprehensive Test Automation Engineer resume showcasing technical and transferable skills.]C, C++, and C# Developer Resumes
C, C++, and C# are highly in-demand backend programming languages. These object-oriented and procedural coding languages will help you develop efficient and scalable applications. That’s why you can have a very profitable career if you have these skills. Yet, you still need an effective resume to land a good job. Today, we’ll help you create one from scratch by giving you some C, C++, and C# resume examples. This way, you can have some inspiration. We’ll also provide a couple of tips you can use to enhance your resume.
Junior C# Developer

[image: Junior C# developer resume example]Senior C# Developer

[image: Senior C# developer resume examples]C Net Developer

[image: C  Net Developer resume template]C# Developer

[image: C# Developer resume example]Technical Support Resumes
Since the entire world is thriving in an IT environment, there is a greater demand than ever for technical support. Giving technical support includes managing, maintaining, and handling IT systems as needed. Our technical support resume guide can be useful if you are a tech-savvy job seeker in the field. Filled with tips and downloadable templates, make yourself an impressive resume!
Software Product Support Analyst

[image: A resume example template shows how to create a good software product support analyst's resume that will help you land a job.]Technical Support Specialist

[image: This technical support specialist resume shows all elements required to make a great resume that gets you your dream job.]Technical Support Engineer

[image: A successful resume example template for the title of technical support engineer displays how to create a good resume.]Application Support Engineer

[image: This template shows an example of a application support engineer resume that can help you prepare a great resume.]Project Engineer Resumes
Project engineers are responsible for controlling and overseeing the entire lifecycle of a particular venture. They work with project managers to develop budgeting and human resources strategies needed to complete a project. Considering this is such a demanding job, project engineers must be logical thinkers, resilient, and diligent. Today, we’ll show you four project engineer resume templates and tips to help you land a job in this field.
Construction Project Engineer

[image: Construction Project Engineer resume template]Electrical Project Engineer

[image: Electrical Project Engineer resume template]Civil Project Engineer

[image: Civil Project Engineer resume template]Process Engineer

[image: A process engineer's resume showcasing projects and data analysis skills.]Security Manager Resumes
Being a security manager in 2023 means having a resume that shows you can protect a company’s assets. If you’re struggling to create a resume, we compiled 5 security manager resume templates in this guide. Download the PDF and Google Doc versions to create your resume and land jobs now!
Cyber Security Manager

[image: A template example resume regarding cyber security manager shows how to create a good resume]Security Project Manager

[image: An example template of a security project manager resume shows how you can create a good resume to land a job now.]Information Security Manager

[image: Here's a resume template to take inspiration from if you want to land a job as an information security manager.]Chief Security Officer

[image: If you want to be a chief security officer, use our downloadable resume template that shows how to create a successful resume.]Electronic Technician Resumes
Everybody has an array of electronics that they use daily. And when there is an issue with our electronic devices, electronic technicians are the people we call. This is a steadily growing career with ever-increasing opportunities. This guide will outline 3 electronic technician positions, detail what recruiters are looking for in each, and show you some sample resumes to get you started on creating your own successful resume.
Electronic Assembler

[image: An electronic assembler resume sample that highlights the applicant's skill set and extensive experience.]Electronic Engineering

[image: An electronic engineering resume sample that highlights the applicant's extensive experience and quantifiable success.]System Engineer Resumes
Systems engineers are responsible for organizing the product development lifecycle. They create systems that will make the process more smooth. They work with other departments such as IT, marketing, and logistics to ensure each team contributes to the organization’s production goals. Considering they have such a huge impact on the company’s success, these professionals are highly in-demand. If you’re one of them and you’d like to build your system engineer resume, take a look at this guide. We’ll show you five system engineer resume examples and give you handy tips to make a better impression.
Senior System Engineer

[image: A resume template that includes relevant work experience, education, and additional information ]Embedded System Engineer

[image: A Embedded System Engineer resume template that chronologically mentions relevant work experience]Control System Engineer

[image: A Control System Engineer  resume template that highlights work experience and includes skills and education]IT System Engineer

[image: An  IT System Engineer resume template that showcases professional work experience, skills, and education ]IT Specialist Resumes
Our world is increasingly held together and brought together by technology and IT systems. Few processes can be completed without interaction with technology. IT specialists are the maintainers and operators of these technologies. This guide will help IT specialists create powerful resumes that will secure them their dream IT jobs.
IT Support Specialist

[image: An IT Support Specialist resume sample highlighitng the applicant's technical skill and their customer support skills.]Entry-Level IT Support Specialist

[image: An entry level IT support specialist resume sample that highlights the applicant's certifications and quantifiable value addition.]Packaging Engineer Resumes
A packaging engineer is responsible for developing packaging designs for a wide variety of products. This profession is crucial for keeping us safe while consuming products, such as food, cosmetics, or medicine. Their role is to ensure that the product is preserved over time and that packaging is functional and aesthetic. If this sounds like you and you’d like to break into the manufacturing industry, read on. In this guide, we’ll show you how to create your own packaging engineer resume by giving you tips and resume examples.
Packaging Sales Engineer

[image: A packaging sales engineer resume template that includes contact information followed by a brief description and work experience.]Oracle Resumes
Oracle is a highly scalable database solution companies use for storing, retrieving, and organizing data. It is compatible with PL/SQL and improves accessibility regardless of team members’ locations. Oracle careers such as development or database administration are highly in-demand. Companies need to organize and protect their data to prevent financial losses. If you are an Oracle developer or database administrator, check this guide. We’ll show you how you can write your Oracle resume and share some tips to keep your resume up the stacks. Let’s get started.
Oracle Database Administrator

[image: An Oracle database administrator resume example that prioritizes work experience]Oracle PL/SQL Developer

[image: An Oracle PL/SQL developer resume template that includes contact info, a brief description, and work history]Planning Engineer Resumes
Planning engineers play a huge role in the construction industry. They are responsible for developing strategies to meet deadlines and budgetary goals. This is a managerial role in which they must oversee the engineering team to make sure they follow the projects’ standards. If you have experience with team management and an engineering career, you may qualify for this role. Learn how you can create your own planning engineering resume with this guide. We have compiled four resume templates that will serve as inspiration for your job-seeking journey.
Development and Planning Engineer

[image: A development and planning engineer resume template that includes a brief professional description and contact information]Transmission Planning Engineer

[image: A transmission planning engineer resume template that has a professional description and chronologically organized work history.]System Planning Engineer

[image: A system planning engineer resume example that highlights the most relevant work experience, followed by skills and education. ]Blockchain Resumes
Blockchain is an innovative method that offers clear and secure transactions. Currently is used in cryptocurrencies because it’s a decentralized system that is not monitored by banks or any other platform. However, the blockchain economy goes beyond financial transfers. Blockchain promises to improve the contractural processes, the internet of things, etc. Today, we’ll help you on your journey to break into blockchain technology by showing you two resume templates and some tips you can implement to enhance your performance. Let’s get started.
Ethereum Developer

[image: An Ethereum developer resume template that includes work history, skills, and additional information.]Cloud Developer Resumes
Almost every company and individual operates in the cloud to some extent nowadays. Cloud developers are the professionals tasked with building this cloud infrastructure and developing applications that make cloud use easier and more dynamic. This resume guide will explore three cloud developer titles with 3 resume samples.
Cloud Services Developer

[image: A cloud services developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s career progression and certifications.]Azure Developer

[image: An Azure developer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s Azure qualifications and software development experience.]ETL Developer Resumes
Andrew McAfee, a well-renowned researcher, once said: “the world is one big data problem”. There is an incredible volume of data worldwide produced by companies and users. We could think that this amount of data is going to collapse the system, but it can actually become a powerful tool when used wisely. Companies can leverage those large datasets to make data-backed business decisions that drive them to success. Yet, data is not of much use in its raw form, we need to Extract, Transform, and Load it to make it consumable. This is precisely the role of an ETL developer. The ETL process is a highly technical method that helps companies with their business intelligence efforts. Today, we’ll tell you everything you need to know about this occupation and how to create an ATS-friendly ETL developer resume.
Junior ETL Developer

[image: A Junior ETL developer resume template that uses strong action verbs ]
[image: ]SharePoint Developer Resumes
SharePoint developers create SharePoint-based solutions for a variety of purposes within an organization. However, they are mostly known for building SharePoint websites and mobile applications. This is a role that requires a deep understanding of the SharePoint interface and programming skills. If you have those two requirements and are ready to create your SharePoint developer resume, read on. We’re about to show you how you can develop an industry-relevant resume. We’ll also share three resume examples that will help you get a better idea of what you need to do.
Junior Sharepoint Developer

[image: A junior SharePoint developer resume template that includes metrics to highlight achievements]Senior Sharepoint Developer

[image: A senior SharePoint developer resume template that includes skills, education, and relevant experience.]Kafka Resumes
Kafka is an open-source application that provides a solution for storing, analyzing, and processing stream data. This software enables your system to handle a high volume of data without affecting servers’ storage capacity and performance. Since this software has provided a highly scalable solution for data processing, Kafka developers have become highly in demand. If you are familiar with this tool and you’d like to start a career as a Kafka developer, this guide is for you. We’ll teach you how to create your own Kafka resume.
Kafka Java Developer

[image: A Kafka Java developer resume template that’s tailored to the software development industry]Audio Engineer Resumes
From Michael Jackson’s ‘Beat It’ to the Tom and Jerry theme song, audio engineers work to transform raw sound into the engineered classics we hear today. This guide has been created to help audio engineers build impressive resumes and secure themselves their next audio engineering job.
Entry Level Audio Engineer

[image: An entry-level audio engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s certifications and related experience.]Freelance Audio Engineer

[image: A freelance audio engineer resume sample that highlights the applicant’s impressive quantifiable experience.]HVAC Resumes
HVAC technicians have a steady job outlook and great career opportunities. This is a profession that allows you to work in almost every corner of the world because you can either work with a contractor or independently. Also, almost everybody owns an HVAC system, whether it’s for residential or commercial use, so you’ll surely have job opportunities. This guide is here to help you if you have HVAC skills and you’d like to enter this field. We’ll give you interesting insights about each technician role and show you how to optimize your HVAC resume.
HVAC Installer

[image: A HVAC installer that prioritizes work experience ]HVAC Engineer

[image: A HVAC engineer resume template that uses strong action verbs]Industrial Engineer Resumes
Industrial engineers work in most industries, including manufacturing, healthcare, computer science, robotics, and retail. Their role is to optimize business and engineering processes to reduce costs and improve efficiency, security, and quality. This is a crucial position in many organizations as it directly impacts the company’s bottom line in terms of production. Generally, industrial engineers have a bachelor’s degree in an engineering field and are familiar with industry regulations. If you are one of them and would like to enhance your resume, read on. This guide will give you interesting tips to create your industrial engineering resume.
Entry Level Industrial Engineer

[image: An entry-level industrial engineer resume template that includes volunteering experience ]Industrial Sales Engineer

[image: An industrial sales engineer resume template that prioritizes work experience]Maintenance Technician Resumes
Maintenance technicians keep everything up and running in a building, including HVAC systems, structures, and equipment units. These professionals evaluate the conditions in the building to identify issues and troubleshoot them. In addition, they schedule maintenance operations and repairs. This is a profession that requires manual dexterity and technical knowledge of building maintenance. You don’t need a bachelor’s degree for this occupation, but technical training is surely important. If this sounds like your cup of tea read on. We’re about to show you how to create your maintenance technician resume.
Industrial Maintenance Technician

[image: A industrial maintenance technician resume template that organizes experience chronologically]Maintenance Supervisor

[image: A maintenance supervisor resume template that prioritizes work experience]Maintenance Manager

[image: A maintenance manager resume template that uses strong action verbs.]Solutions Architect Resumes
A solution architect designs and implements IT solutions for improving an organization’s operations. Their role is to evaluate business needs and develop solutions to solve issues in the company. They work with computer systems, networks, hardware, and software. This is a highly technical occupation that requires extensive knowledge of IT infrastructure. If you have a computer science background and project management skills, this might be an excellent career move for you. Find out how you can escalate to this position with our resume guide. We’ll give you interesting tips to tailor your resume for a solutions architect role.
AWS Solutions Architect

[image: An AWS Solutions Architect resume template that highlights technical skills]Cloud Architect

[image: A cloud architect resume template that prioritizes work experience]Enterprise Architect

[image: An enterprise architect resume template that’s tailored to the IT industry]Data Architect

[image: A data architect resume template that highlights relevant work experience]Azure Architect

[image: An azure architect resume template with a simplified structure]Technical Architect

[image: A technical architect resume template including a brief professional description, work experience, and skills section]Cloud Solutions Architect

[image: A cloud solutions architect resume template including strong metrics to illustrate achievements]Implementation Specialist Resumes
An implementation specialist is the bridge between a company’s clientele and the software development team. They promote the adaptation of digital products and software that the company sells. This includes offering consultation services for customers, collecting data from the clientele, and using it to improve the software and its features. Implementation specialists play a huge role in the IT team. They improve customer engagement and help generate more sales. If you have software engineering and customer service skills, this job might be for you. Learn how to develop an implementation specialist resume with our guide.
Implementation Manager

[image: An implementation manager resume template using metrics to quantify achievements]Implementation Consultant

[image: An implementation consultant resume template that highlights technical skills]Implementation Project Manager

[image: Implementation Project Manager including relevant certifications]Software Architect Resumes
Software architects are responsible for determining project standards, tools, and architecture. They also design the type of system they’ll use for the project. This is a highly demanding but rewarding role in the development team. This role requires you to have extensive experience in the development team and high-performing software engineering skills. If you think this could be a good fit for you, read on. This guide will show you how to optimize your resume for a software architect role.
Senior Software Architect

[image: A senior software architect resume template that uses strong action verbs.]PHP Developer Resumes
PHP developers are a specialized form of software developers. They create, test, and launch websites and web applications with PHP programming language. It is their responsibility to write clean and efficient code. PHP developers don’t need a bachelor’s degree. However, they do need to have technical skills in PHP, databases, and server-side techniques. If you think you’re a good fit for this position, take a look at our guide. We’ll show you how to develop your own PHP developer resume.
Experienced PHP Developer

[image: A experienced PHP developer resume template that prioritizes relevant work experience.]Biomedical Engineer Resumes
Biomedical engineering is a rewarding discipline that integrates medicine, biology, engineering, and even computer science to create biotechnology solutions. Biomedical engineers help patients improve their health and quality of life by developing biomedical devices such as prostheses and pacemakers. If you have an engineering background and an interest in physics, computer science, and medicine, this career is for you. This guide teaches how to create your resume for a biomedical engineering role.
Entry Level Biomedical Engineer

[image: An entry-level biomedical engineer resume template that includes internship experience.]Technical Biomedical Engineer

[image: Technical Biomedical Engineer resume showcasing key projects and software proficiency.]Robotics Resumes
Robotics engineers are responsible for designing, crafting, and maintaining robot devices. They create innovative devices to provide solutions to daily and complex problems. Robotics engineers can work in a wide variety of industries, including healthcare, manufacturing, aerospace, and automobile. This is an in-demand profession that opens opportunities for you in the tech field. Do you want to be part of the robotics revolution? Learn how to enter the robotics workforce with our resume guide.
Robotic Process Automation Analyst

[image: A robotic process automation analyst resume template that highlights technical competencies. ]Chief Digital Officer Resumes
Digitalization has taken over, and it’s more important than ever that companies migrate from analog operations to data-centric business models. This is precisely the role of a chief digital officer. They help organizations transition from traditional structures to the digital arena, by implementing systems that improve customer service, IT operations, or finances. If you have a passion for innovation and an experience with digitalization, learn how you can optimize your resume with our guide.
Chief Transformation Officer

[image: A chief transformation officer resume template including contact information and relevant work experience.]Innovation Resumes
Innovation teams, and roles like innovation managers or Chief Innovation Officers, are the brains behind successful products. They source and develop innovative business ideas that generate revenue. Hence, they play a huge role in large corporations because they target visionary business models that drive success to the company. To become an innovation manager or chief innovation officer, you should have a background in product management or marketing. If this resonates with you, read on. Let’s explore some expert advice and resume templates for your innovation management career.
Innovation Manager

[image: A innovation manager resume template that prioritizes technical skills. ]Security Analyst Resumes
Cybersecurity has become more and more relevant over the last decade due to the constant risk of cyber attacks. That’s why the role of a security analyst is so relevant nowadays in any organization. Companies can have millionaire losses caused by data breaches or any other type of cybercrime. If you have a background in computer science or information technology this might be your career path. Learn how you can craft your security analyst resume with our guide. We have included insightful tips and customizable templates.
Information Security Analyst

[image: An information security analyst resume template that uses strong action verbs.]IT Security Analyst

[image: An IT security analyst resume template prioritizing work experience.]IT Auditor Resumes
An IT auditor is in charge of auditing operations to improve efficiency and security levels. This is why it is a highly technical career that requires you to have extensive knowledge of computer networks and IT infrastructure. Despite the huge demand for IT auditors, you still need to optimize your resume to make it past the ATS screening process. That’s why today, we’ll show you how you can do this by giving you the resources and expert advice you need.
Senior IT Auditor

[image: A senior IT auditor resume template that prioritizes relevant work experience.]Entry Level IT Auditor

[image: An entry-level IT auditor resume template, including extracurricular activities]Director of Software Engineering Resumes
A director of software engineering is responsible for overseeing and managing the development team. They coordinate with team members and managers to achieve technical goals. This is a job that requires a vast experience in programming and managerial roles. To become a director of software engineering it is recommended to have a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science (CS) or Information technology (IT). However, some employers can hire you if you have equivalent work experience. Today, we’ll show you how to take your director of software engineering resume to the next level.
Software Engineering Director

[image: A software engineering director resume template including relevant work experience and skills. ]Environmental Engineer Resumes
An environmental engineer is prepared to help companies reduce waste and maximize their resources. They conduct research to evaluate the current and future environmental hazards to develop eco-friendly solutions. This career requires you to have a bachelor’s degree in Environmental Engineering, Civil Engineering, or a similar field, according to BLS. If this is your case, and you’d like to optimize your resume, you’re in the right place. Today we’ll give you some tips that could help you boost your environmental engineering resume.
Senior Environmental Engineer

[image: A senior environmental engineer resume template using metrics in the work history.]Entry Level Environmental Engineer

[image: An entry-level environmental engineer resume template including volunteering experience.]Technology Director Resumes
A technology director often called a director of technology, is the leader of the information technology (IT) team. They coordinate operations to ensure the IT team works seamlessly with minimal downtime. That’s why the role of a director of technology is so important in any organization. If you want to make a good impression on your potential employer, you may want to read this guide. We’ll show you how to optimize your technology director resume.
Director of Technology

[image: A director of technology resume template including relevant keywords]Senior Director of Technology

[image: A senior director of technology resume template using strong action verbs]Director of Information Technology Resumes
The director of information technology is the leader of the IT team. They determine the technology needs of the organization and estimate the implementation costs. Since this is a managerial role, you will be in charge of team members, so you must delegate tasks and monitor their performance. If you have advanced computer science training and experience as an IT manager, this might be your career path. Today, you can learn how to craft your director of information resume with our guide.
Director of IT

[image: A director of IT resume template prioritizing technical skills]IT Director

[image:  An IT director resume template separating the skills section by tools, techniques, languages, and hard skills.]IT Program Director

[image: A IT Program Director resume template including contact information and relevant work experience. ]AWS Resumes
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is an Infrastructure-As-A-Service platform that allows users to develop a fault-tolerant and scalable cloud infrastructure. However, this isn’t the only AWS use. This platform offers numerous options for software development, database management, storage, and computing services. Considering the numerous AWS uses, there are also different types of roles for this skill. Today, we’ll explore four AWS occupations and provide you with personalized tips to improve your resume. We’ve also included four resume templates, one for each role.
AWS Architect

[image: An AWS architect resume template highlighting academic background.]AWS Cloud Practitioner

[image: An AWS cloud practitioner resume template using strong action verbs.]Director of Engineering Resumes
A director of engineering is responsible for managing the engineering department. They oversee the production cycle and implement strategies to improve scalability and operations. That’s why they will determine, prioritize, and assign tasks. Ideally, a director of engineering should have advanced training in engineering and extensive industry experience. If you are a director of engineering in the job hunt, check this guide. We’ll cover essential tips to take your director of engineering resume to the next level.
Engineering Director

[image: A engineering director resume template that prioritizes technical skills.]Senior Director of Engineering

[image: A senior director of engineering resume template showcasing seniority.]Data Engineering Director

[image: A data engineering director resume template focused on the data science field. ]Materials Engineer Resumes
Materials engineers contribute to the process of product manufacturing. They design, test, and process materials to improve the structure or functionality of a particular product. That’s why they will evaluate the properties of materials, like ceramics, plastic, and metals. If you’re a materials engineer trying to land a job in manufacturing or science, this guide might help you. We’ll give you some tips to enhance your resume and two customizable templates for you.
Materials Science Engineer

[image: A materials science engineer resume template organizing experience chronologically.]Action Verbs For Engineering Resumes
	Conceptualized
	Architected
	Restructured
	Troubleshooted

How to use these action verbs?
Resume bullet points should always start with strong action verbs which highlight your role in a specific accomplishment. If you’re not sure which action verbs to use, here’s a list of action verbs that are useful for engineers. Remember that each job is different, so you might want to tailor your bullet points to the specific job you apply to. If it's a software engineering job, use action verbs like "Developed" or "Coded", while if it's an operational engineering job, use verbs linked to process efficiency, like "Systemized".
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Download this template for free
Download this ats-compatible resume template in word or google docs format. edit it directly in google docs.,    access samples from top resumes, get inspired by real resume samples that helped candidates get into top companies.,    get a free resume review, get actionable steps to revamp your resume and land more interviews using our free ai-powered tool..
	Have an account? Sign in

E-mail Please enter a valid email address This email address hasn't been signed up yet, or it has already been signed up with Facebook or Google login.
Password Show Your password needs to be between 6 and 50 characters long, and must contain at least 1 letter and 1 number. It looks like your password is incorrect.
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Forgot your password?
Sign up to get access to Resume Worded's Career Coaching platform in less than 2 minutes
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E-mail Remember to use a real email address that you have access to. You will need to confirm your email address before you get access to our features, so please enter it correctly. Please enter a valid email address, or another email address to sign up. We unfortunately can't accept that email domain right now. This email address has already been taken, or you've already signed up via Google or Facebook login. We currently are experiencing a very high server load so Email signup is currently disabled for the next 24 hours. Please sign up with Google or Facebook to continue! We apologize for the inconvenience!
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[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Thank you for the checklist! I realized I was making so many mistakes on my resume that I've now fixed. I'm much more confident in my resume now.

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]	• Designed lighting, power distribution, and communication systems for a 50,000 sq ft educational facility using Revit MEP software.
	• Collaborated with senior engineers to ensure compliance with project specifications and local codes and regulations.
	• Improved accuracy and efficiency of technical design documentation by creating custom templates and standards for company use.
	• Designed lighting and power distribution systems for a 100,000 sq ft healthcare facility using SKM Power Tools software.
	• Assisted in the review and markup of shop drawing submittals and communicated with contractors to resolve design issues.
	• Contributed to the development of company standards for electrical design and documentation.
	• Developed a computational model to simulate the performance of different electrical power distribution systems, resulting in a 20% reduction in energy losses.
	• Analyzed data from field measurements to validate the accuracy of the computational model and identify areas for improvement.
	• Contributed to the development of a research report on the optimization of electrical power distribution systems for residential and commercial buildings.

5 Engineering Student Resume Examples & Guide for 2024
Customize this resume with ease using our seamless online resume builder.
All resume examples in this guide

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Traditional
Resume Guide
Writing a job-winning experience section: engineering student resume edition, impressing recruiters with a top engineering student resume skills section, engineering student resume header: tips, red flags, and best practices, how to write a engineering student resume.

[image: Engineering Student resume example]Top Engineering Student sections that make the best resume
	Professional summary
	Experience (with numbers & results)
	Relevant skills
	Certifications


[image: what to write in your resume experience section]Engineering Student Resume Experience Section: Dos and Don'ts
	List 4-6 bullet points per position;
	Include only relevant job experience;
	Make sure to highlight your strongest skills by focusing on the challenges you’ve faced and the results you’ve achieved;
	Don’t use buzzwords that carry no meaning;
	Don’t share confidential information about your previous employers.

If you prefer to be led by example, check out some great Engineering Student resume experience section snippets below!
	Designed and modeled piping systems using AutoCAD, which resulted in 10% increase in project efficiency
	Assisted in construction site visits, verifying existing conditions and observing progress
	Collaborated with team members to recommend ways to improve process and quality, which increased overall productivity by 15%
	Prepared project documentation, including schematics and construction drawings, with 100% accuracy
	Designed and modeled HVAC systems using Revit MEP, resulting in a 20% reduction in construction errors
	Conducted performance tests on mechanical systems and components, identifying and resolving issues that increased overall system efficiency by 12%
	Developed detailed reports on system performance and presented findings to senior engineers and project managers
	Assisted in the preparation of proposals and project budgets, which led to a 10% increase in project funding
	Designed and analyzed HVAC systems for commercial buildings using Trane Trace
	Collaborated with the team to develop cost-effective and energy-efficient mechanical solutions
	Created technical drawings and documents to communicate design concepts to clients
	Conducted site visits to verify existing conditions and observe construction progress
	Provided support during the construction phase by reviewing and marking up shop drawing submittals
	Assisted in the selection of equipment and materials for the mechanical systems
	Created 3D models of mechanical systems using Revit
	Developed technical documents and specifications for the mechanical systems
	Collaborated with the project team to ensure that the mechanical systems met the project requirements
	Participated in team meetings to discuss project progress and identify areas for improvement
	Designed lighting, power distribution, and communication systems for a 50,000 sq ft educational facility using Revit MEP software.
	Collaborated with senior engineers to ensure compliance with project specifications and local codes and regulations.
	Improved accuracy and efficiency of technical design documentation by creating custom templates and standards for company use.
	Designed lighting and power distribution systems for a 100,000 sq ft healthcare facility using SKM Power Tools software.
	Assisted in the review and markup of shop drawing submittals and communicated with contractors to resolve design issues.
	Contributed to the development of company standards for electrical design and documentation.
	Developed a computational model to simulate the performance of different electrical power distribution systems, resulting in a 20% reduction in energy losses.
	Analyzed data from field measurements to validate the accuracy of the computational model and identify areas for improvement.
	Contributed to the development of a research report on the optimization of electrical power distribution systems for residential and commercial buildings.

Include quantitative data throughout your Engineering Student resume to impress the hiring manager. Real facts and figures that show off your competency as an audit manager go a long way. Did you reduce the costs of audits? Manage a large team? Boosted efficiency? Show off the real numbers!
Action Verbs for your Engineering Student Resume

[image: Target Illustration]Recommended reads:
	How to Describe Your Resume Work Experience
	Can I Leave a Job I Was Fired From Off My Resume?

Writing a skills section that stands out:
	Check the job advert for keywords that you can use: this will help you pass ATS;
	Focus on relevant and valuable skills that will support your application;
	Make sure to include both hard and technical skills, leaving soft skills for other sections of your Engineering Student resume;
	Don’t list skills you don’t have.

Top skills for your engineering student resume
Programming Languages (C++, Python, Java)
Data Structures and Algorithms
Database Management Systems
Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC)
Machine Learning
Computer Networks
Operating Systems
Web Development (HTML, CSS, JavaScript)
CAD Software
Critical Thinking
Teamwork and Collaboration
Communication Skills
Problem Solving
Time Management
Adaptability and Flexibility
Attention to Detail
Professionalism
When describing your experience, don’t go too far from its terminology. Recruiters use ATS systems to filter resumes based on them having certain keywords, so make sure you use at least a few keywords mentioned in the job description.
	How to Create A Resume Skills Section To Impress Recruiters


[image: what to write in your resume header]Things to include in your Engineering Student resume summary:
	Your total years of experience in the industry;
	2-3 of your most remarkable achievements so far;
	How your experience relates to the position you’re applying for;
	A very brief description of your strengths.

Resume summary formula:
Highlight specific past projects that you’re most proud of in your summary. It sets an excellent tone for the rest of your resume. You can talk about all of your former jobs in your work experience section later on.
	How To Write A Resume Personal Statement (With Examples)

There are three basic resume formats you can choose from:
	Reverse-chronological resume format ;
	Functional resume format ;
	Hybrid (or Combination) resume format ;

The most optimal format for your particular case will depend on your years of experience, as well as whether you’re switching industries or not.
Reverse chronological resumes are best suited for experienced individuals who are sticking to their industry. The experience section takes a central place, and its bullets contain your responsibilities and achievements, coupled with numbers and results.
Functional resumes are used by less experienced jobseekers or career changers. Note that it’s not a format that recruiters prefer, as most are used to the classic chronological alignment. Instead of a list of job titles, functional resumes focus on your skills, and through what experiences you gained them.
Hybrid resumes are great for both experienced and entry-level candidates, as well as career changers. They combine the best of both worlds - most often in a double column format, where one side of the content is focused on your experience, whereas the other - on your skills, strengths, and proudest moments.

[image: hybrid (combination) resume format built on Enhancv platform]Don’t miss our resume format checklist:
	Go for a traditional easy-to-read resume font sized 10-12p;
	Don’t risk it: choose standard 1-inch resume margins ;
	Make sure your Engineering Student resume fits in one to two pages ;
	Save your resume in PDF to avoid having it edited by someone else.

Looking for more tips? Check out our job-winning guide for crafting a resume that gets you remembered !

[image: engineering student resume example]Looking to build your own Engineering Student resume?
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Engineering Student Resume: Complete Examples [+Pro Tips]

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Though becoming an engineer was everyone’s sweet dream, it almost became just a dream for many. High comprehension of mathematics and a high level of commitment required to complete the task has stopped many from achieving it.
Engineering Student Resume Example
Carl Johanson  Electrical Engineer (Student) [email protected] (234)765-3245
Professional summary
A passionate electrical engineering student with over 8 months of industry experience in electrical system design and maintenance seeks to join an MEP company to further my expertise. In my internship at KLC Electricals, worked as a design engineer for a $20 million electrical installation project
Industry experience
Aug 2021 to Present KLC Electricals Electrical design engineer (internship)
	Led a team of supervisors and electricians in electrical installations
	Worked with purchasing department in procurement of electrical installation tools and equipment – analyzed quotations and product specifications
	Prepared BOQs for the client requirement and presented them in weekly meetings
	Used AutoCAD electrical for electrical system design and Ansys SpaceClaim for parameter optimization

Project experience
Developed an off-grid solar power system for domestic use which was 12% more efficient than the solutions in the market – patent pending
University of Wisconsin Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering 2018-2022 (Graduation in November 2022)
	Programming using Java, C++, SQL
	Microcontrollers
	PCB and PLC design
	Attention to detail
	Problem-solving
	Time management

After hundreds of sleepless nights, coursework, presentations, reports, and vivas later, you finally pulled it off – or at least you’re almost there.
Before celebrating your success as a graduate engineer, there’s one more thing – you need to find a job that pays – to pay back your student loan – to return the favor to your parents – to have the life you always dreamt of.
You need to create a solid engineering student resume to land your first job.
If you’re an engineering student trying to land a job before you graduate or you just graduated and looking to apply for your first job, this guide will take you through the steps to create a perfect engineering resume.
This includes:
	A guide to choosing the best resume format, layout, and templates for engineering students
	A complete Engineering Student resume example
	A step-by-step guide to writing each section of your resume
	To DOs and DON’Ts in writing your engineering resume

With Pro Tips to make yourself stand out from the rest of the applications.
If your university career day is close by and you want to create well-targeted resumes and cover letters for the potential recruiters, here’s a quick tip. Use our ready-to-fill resume templates to make your resumes and cover letters within minutes.
Let’s dive into the complete resume writing guide👇
We thought you were an engineering student. If you have completed your degree and looking for a more experienced engineering resume, have a look at these👇
	Network engineer resume
	Chemical engineer resume
	Mechanical engineer resume
	Audio engineer resume
	Data engineer resume
	Electrical engineer resume

The Formula for a Winning Engineering Student Resume
We know for the last four years you didn't have time to think about writing your resume as you were busy solving the most complex engineering problems.
When you step out into the real world and start looking for your first career opportunity, you’ll realize it’s much harder than solving a mathematical problem because it involves real people – they judge you for everything you do – the way you’ve written your resume – the way you walk and talk in an interview.
The field of resume writing always evolves – it’s not what it was 5 years ago. New writing standards – templates – best practices – and that’s why it’s important to look at a complete resume writing guide before starting yours.
Let’s start from scratch.
Read through to the end and you’ll find a step-by-step guide to writing your engineering resume for any field. We have also highlighted the DOs and DON’Ts in writing your student resume.
We’ll start with general guidelines for writing resumes. These apply to most beginner and experienced resumes and we will give you the most up-to-date standard practices in HR.
First, we should define the layout, format, and a template for the resume.
Engineering Student Resume Layout
The resume layout consists of the headings and subheadings you’re going to put on your resume. Defining them at the beginning saves you hours and makes sure you don’t miss any important information.
We recommend the following layout for an Engineering Student resume:
	Header: name and contact information.
	Resume objective summary.
	Work history.
	Project experience.
	Engineering skills.
	Additional sections (certificates, languages, and publications).

You could change the order of this information based on your strengths.

[image: engineering student]Professional resume format for Engineering Students
The format of a resume determines the way the information in each section is written – the order in which the information is presented.
What experience should you be writing about first?
Which academic qualification should you include first?
As an engineering student, we know you don’t possess much experience, but adhering to the standard resume writing norms will reward you. Remember, your resume is read by an expert hiring manager at the end. So use their language!
There are three standard resume formats named functional resume format, reverse-chronological format, and hybrid format. From these, we suggest you use the reverse chronological format as it’s the most popular among many recruiters.
In a reverse chronological resume format, you should write your most recent experience first – in your projects section, start with the most recent projects you completed – same for the education section as you should list your latest education qualifications first.
Employers are more concerned about the candidate’s latest experience at a time, the industry standards – tools & techniques – and engineering best practices are rapidly changing.
The right layout and the format will help the hiring manager to read your resume faster. You indeed spent four years to become an engineer but the recruiters don’t spend more than 5 seconds on your resume. Make it as easy as humanly possible for them to read and understand your resume – you’ll see plenty of interview calls coming your way.
Engineering Student Resume Template
The template defines the overall look and feel of your resume. Choosing the right template is half your resume writing – because the template makes the first impression – like the suit you wear for the interview.
You engineers are pro users of Microsoft Office. You can create your own resume template. Consider the following points while creating yours:
	Define the color theme that matches your personality.
	Determine the type of fonts, font sizes, and font colors for headings, subheadings, and text.
	Keep margins from all sides – about one inch
	Try to present information in two or three columns for efficient utilization of space

If you’re looking for a perfect resume template created by professionals, check out our resume builder – we have plenty of modern resume templates suited for all industries. These templates are easy to fill up and tailor to your requirements – and guess what, recruiters love these!
Start Your Engineering Student Resume with the Header
Your resume starts with the header – it contains your name and contact information. Though this sounds straightforward, there are many ways candidates make deadly mistakes in the header which we have highlighted.
A good & a bad header
Trainee Mechanical Engineer
(234)675-2351
Engineering Student
13, main street, University apt 4,
Washington DC
Consider the following points while writing your header:
	Start your resume with your first and last names
	Put the job title
	Include your personal email address and a mobile number
	Put the link to your LinkedIn profile or the portfolio – make sure they’re updated
	Do not include your physical address

Demonstrate Your Experience as an Engineer: Though You Don’t Have Much
From a hiring manager’s perspective, whether they’re recruiting an experienced candidate or an entry-level candidate, they’re hiring an engineer – for a critical, technical position in the organization.
Therefore, their main concern would be your relevant experience. If you say you don’t have experience as you’re applying for your first proper job, that wouldn’t be an excuse.
The best experience you could put on your engineer resume is what you acquired in your internship. Most engineering internships focus on providing the candidates with the basic field experience, technical skills, and research skills while developing their teamwork, leadership, and communication – the skill combination that most recruiters are seeking.
Creating a killer experience section is all about your writing. Analyze the following examples to see the difference between a boring experience section and an exceptional one.
Example Experience section for an Engineering Student
Aug 2021 to Present
Mechanical engineering student
Aluco Manufacturers
	Proposed a new aluminum cutting process
	Designed machine parts using CAD
	Work closely with management and technical teams
	Proposed continuous improvement project
	Designed a new factory layout
	Machine downtime analysis

Mechanical Engineer (Intern)
	Carried out a feasibility analysis of a state of the art aluminum cutting process reducing the raw material wastage by 4%
	Introduced 5S in the factory premises – planned and implemented the project
	Played a major role in the company’s adaptation to Just In Time manufacturing – worked closely with the change management team
	Analyzed the current factory layout and presented the management with suggestions to improve the capacity based on industrial engineering principles
	Carried out a machine downtime analysis project that highlighted 3 key suggestions to reduce downtime by 7%

Most trainee engineer work involves carrying out analysis of existing organizational methodologies and presenting them to the management for decision making.
In your engineering experience, you should let your personality shine – use numbers to add credibility – write experience based on the actions – state the outcomes of each action.
Demonstrate the skills you developed:
	Communication skills through presenting your findings to the management.
	Teamwork through the projects you were involved in with other members.
	Leadership skills with the project initiatives you took.

Writing a list of roles and responsibilities on your job is what everybody else does – stand out from the rest and you’ll have a better chance of getting shortlisted for an interview.
Start each sentence with action verbs such as developed, designed, demonstrated, installed, carried out, and created.

[image: engineering student]Get Recruiters' Attention with Your Projects Experience
The essence of an engineering bachelor’s is the project experience the candidate acquires throughout the years. As an engineering student, you should have been involved in multiple group projects and individual projects as part of your studies.
This project experience is a great way to attract recruiters and communicate that you have the required expertise to carry out the tasks on the job. If the project data is not confidential, you could include some of them as well.
Project example:
Brand changeover analysis project for Coca Cola
Semester 6 Group project:
	Developed a brand changeover time analysis chart for the factory covering over 24 Coca cola brands
	Presented the findings to the management and highlighted the suggestions to reduce brand changeover time
	Proposed a demand-based data-driven methodology to reduce the number of brand changeovers by 12%

Write up the Mandatory Education Section
Your education plays a key role in your engineering student resume. In most cases, recruiters would mention the academic qualifications they are after based on the job description.
Certain jobs expect candidates from multiple engineering disciplines such as Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, or Material engineering, whereas, some other jobs require candidates specialized in a specific engineering field such as computer engineering.
Check the job advertisement to find out more about the academic requirements.
Place your education section just after or before your experience section based on the priority the recruiter has given to your academics.
Use a consistent format to list your education – start with the name of the degree, name of the university, graduation timeline, and key learning outcomes of your course. If you’ve got any academic achievements such as being selected to Dean’s list, you may mention them here.
2018-2022 (Expected in Oct 2022)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
	Structural engineering
	Building architect
	Engineering machinery

The Most In-Demand Skills for Engineering Students
Engineering student skills vary based on the discipline they specialize in – the technical skills of a civil engineer would be different from that of an electronic engineer.
Said that most soft skills expected from an engineer remain almost the same for all engineers.
Your resume needs a mix of both these skills. You should identify the hard skills required to perform the job and the soft skills required to stand out at your workplace.
Hard skills are technical skills: they are easy to measure. You could acquire hard skills through your studies, certification courses, and classes.
Soft skills are personality traits that anybody can claim they have – these are difficult to measure – your task here is to find the right skills the hiring manager expects from the ideal candidate.
Soft Skills for Engineering Students
	Communication skills
	Interpersonal skills
	Leadership skills
	Analytical skills
	Presentation skills
	Organizational skills

Hard Skills for Engineering Students
The hard skills of an engineer depend on their specialized fields. There’re hundreds of technical skills related to different engineering disciplines and we’ve listed down few of them:

[image: engineering student]Hook the Reader with a Winning Professional Objective
The professional objective is the sales pitch on your resume. Make it so enticing that the hiring manager can’t wait to meet you in an interview.
This is a two-sentence statement – the first sentence emphasizes your key skills and your passion to join the new company – the second sentence describes your performance in the internship, your academic and professional achievements, and how that helped the industry, and society, or a particular employer.
An extraordinary professional objective is the most efficient tool to make sure the hiring manager spends more than average time reading your resume.
A dedicated chemical & process engineer specializing in manufacturing process design seeks to join a process design team to further my career. In my internship at BIL Food processing, involved in developing their chocolate cookie production plant
A chemical & process engineer with no previous experience seeks to join a manufacturing organization to provide my engineering expertise
What makes the first example exceptionally good compared to the second?
In the first professional objective, the candidate has clearly demonstrated their key skills – the type of job they’re looking for – and what they've been involved in in the internship. The information makes it clear to the hiring manager, whether the candidate is a fit for their requirement.
Additional sections for your Engineering Student Resume
Additional resume sections could act as key information for an engineering student’s resume. There’re a couple of benefits of using additional sections on a student resume:
	Small sections easily get the hiring manager’s attention.
	Candidates can include a variety of information under different headings.
	Easily to fill the resume space for a student who does not possess a strong experience section.

The trick here is to pick the right sections for your resume. Remember, anything that does not add value to your candidate profile or the job specifications should be avoided .
Here’re some of the additional sections you can include on your resume:
	Computer skills & certifications
	Extracurricular activities
	Publications and patents

Computing Skills & Certifications
The skills certifications are the most employable information you could include on your resume. Relevant skill certifications would depend upon the field of engineering you’ve specialized in. Do research, talk to your lecturers, and refer to the job advertisements to find out the certifications in demand.
Some of these certifications are free and most of them you can get online. Here are a few popular skill certifications for engineers:
	Six Sigma Green Belt Certification
	Business Process Reengineering (BPR) Certification
	Project Management Professional (PMP)
	CAD/ CAM certification

Your IT skills would be given special priority by the recruiters, especially in entry-level jobs. Technical engineering jobs involve working with many software tools. Your experience in computer programming, Microsoft Office Suite, ERP systems, CRMs, and MRPs would add value regardless of the field of engineering you’ve specialized in.
Extracurricular Activities
Your first job would be the only time you will be including your extracurricular activities on the resume.
The sports you were involved in – volunteer work – work in recreational clubs – the memberships and posts you held would demonstrate your soft skills. Some sports, clubs, and volunteer activities develop candidates’ leadership, communication, and teamwork skills.
Most candidates write their interests as a filler on the resume. Recruiters often find resumes with interest sections that include information such as reading books, cycling, collecting dried flowers, etc that does not add any value to your job as an engineer – you should avoid them at all costs.
If you’re looking for a perfect cv template to include all these additional sections and still want to keep it to ONE PAGE resume standard, check out our ready-to-fill resume templates .
Tips to Improve Your Engineering Student Resume
We’ve already shared plenty of tips and guidelines to create a perfect engineering student resume. As a last note, consider the following pro resume tips as well.
	Get your friend to proofread your resume – also use Grammarly to check accuracy.
	Study the job advertisements and develop the skills they’re looking for – acquire relevant skill certifications.
	During the resume writing process, focus most of your attention on the professional experience section.
	Tailor your resume summary to different jobs – make it as captivating as possible to catch the reader's attention.
	Structure your resume sections effectively by using a professional resume template with multiple columns.

Key Takeaways: Writing a Winning Engineering Resume
	Your engineering student resume should start with the header.
	Write an objective summary describing your key skills and interest in the job.
	Be specific in your experience section – use numbers to add credibility – avoid writing roles and responsibilities.
	Use a clear format to showcase your academic qualifications – be descriptive of your academic qualifications and achievements.
	Write a mix of soft and hard skills.
	Use additional sections to give a pleasant surprise to the hiring manager.

Complement Your Resume with A Cover Letter
A cover letter explains why you are interested in the company and how you will be a great fit for the job. It is sent along with your resume. Even if the employer does not ask for one, as you’re applying for an entry-level engineering job with minimum experience, a cover letter would be a great way to get their attention.
Contrary to sending the same resume to multiple jobs, you should tailor your cover letter to each of the jobs you apply for – include specific details about the company – deliver targeted content based on the position.
Writing cover letters would be time-consuming when you’re actively applying for multiple jobs. It could be a daunting task if you are parallel doing your studies with exams and submissions. The solution is to create a structure for your cover letter and tailor it to different jobs.
Our resume & cover letter builder would be a great tool to try here. It enables you to create hundreds of cover letters with the same template as your resume – you just have to change the company, position, and body text on your cover letter.
Keep your cover letter to one page – body text to about 3 to 4 paragraphs. Describe the most important issues you could solve for the employer in your first paragraph – use the second paragraph to explain how you used your expertise and academic knowledge in your internship – in the last paragraph, state any particular interest in joining the organization.

[image: engineering student]How do you make an engineering student resume with no experience?
Even if you’re applying for an entry-level engineering position with no experience in hand, you shouldn’t mention that anywhere on your resume.
Think about why recruiters ask for experience. They need to make sure the candidate they select has the necessary soft skills and expertise to carry out the tasks. You can demonstrate the same by describing extensively the academic and professional projects you carried out and were involved in as an engineering student. Also, your internship would be considered work experience for your first job.
Can I apply for engineering jobs as a student?
There’re plenty of job positions advertised for entry-level engineering jobs – some of them specifically mention that they’re looking for fresh engineering graduates.
If you’re not yet graduated as an engineer, still you can apply for these jobs, provided that your university allows you to work. In that case, you should clearly mention the status of your engineering degree.
Create your resume with the best templates

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]What’s a Rich Text element?
The rich text element allows you to create and format headings, paragraphs, blockquotes, images, and video all in one place instead of having to add and format them individually. Just double-click and easily create content.
Static and dynamic content editing
A rich text element can be used with static or dynamic content. For static content, just drop it into any page and begin editing. For dynamic content, add a rich text field to any collection and then connect a rich text element to that field in the settings panel. Voila!
How to customize formatting for each rich text
Headings, paragraphs, blockquotes, figures, images, and figure captions can all be styled after a class is added to the rich text element using the "When inside of" nested selector system.
Create your resume in 15 minutes
Our free collection of expertly designed cover letter templates will help you stand out from the crowd and get one step closer to your dream job.

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Sample letters to download

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Cover Letter
Advice for getting a job, instructions.
Engineering Resume for 2024 [w/ Examples & Template]

[image: Background Image]Whether you’re a mechanical, electrical, civil, software, or chemical engineer, you’re great at solving problems.
And yet, when it comes to writing a job-winning engineering resume, you experience the equivalent of writer’s block.
You know you have the right skills, education, and work experience to land your next dream engineering position, yet you can’t seem to express all that effectively in your engineering resume.
And, for better or worse, a strong engineering resume is a prerequisite to land an interview and, eventually, land your next job.
Well, you actually have no reason to worry! 
Writing a job-landing engineering resume that shows off your professional background is not hard and we’re here to guide you through the process.
So, in this article, we will cover:
Engineering Resume Example
	How to Build Your Engineering Resume (Step-By-Step)
	40 Skills For Your Engineering Resume

Like the look of the template above? Create your own modern and professional engineering resume in minutes with these easy-to-update templates.
If you were applying for a different position in this field, you might find one of our other resume examples more useful:
	Software Engineer Resume
	Artificial Intelligence Engineer Resume
	Computer Science Resume
	Data Scientist Resume
	Data Analyst Resume
	Data Entry Resume
	Java Developer Resume
	Web Developer Resume

Here are the elements that make this engineering resume example outstanding:
	Reverse-chronological format. This resume format puts your engineering work experience in the spotlight AND is the most popular resume format around the globe.
	Contact information. The engineering resume example above includes relevant contact information, such as the candidate’s email address, phone number, LinkedIn profile URL as well as Skype handle.
	Resume summary. The engineering resume example above includes an engineering resume summary that briefly introduces the candidate and his areas of expertise.
	Achievement-focused work experience section. This engineering resume example includes the candidate's professional achievements, making his engineering resume stand out among other candidates’ resumes.
	Brief education section. In the engineering resume example above, the candidate only mentions his highest degree details, such as his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees.
	Use of bullet points. The information in this engineering resume example is presented in bullet points to make the resume look well-organized and easy to skim through.
	Relevant engineering skills. The engineering resume example above mentions only engineering-related skills, including computer-aided design and project management.
	Use of additional sections. The candidate included relevant additional sections in the engineering resume example above, such as certificates and field-related interests. 

How to Build Your Engineering Resume (Step-By-Step) 
Now that you know exactly what makes an effective engineering resume, let’s put theory into practice and see how you can create a powerful engineering resume!
Here are the steps to building your engineering resume:
#1. Pick the Right Format For Your Engineering Resume 
Before you start filling in the contents, let’s address how you should format your engineering resume.
Now, there are 3 resume formats you can choose from:
	Reverse-chronological
	Combination  

You’re best off using the reverse-chronological resume format for your engineering resume. 
It’s the preferred resume format among recruiters worldwide, so it’s obviously the safest and most obvious choice for you!
And the best part? It starts off with your most recent - and relevant - engineering work experience, highlighting your achievements and skills first.
Here’s what it looks like:

[image: reverse chronological resume format]Next, let’s talk about the resume layout . 
Here are the guidelines for making a great resume layout:
	Pick a professional font style . Choose a font that’s easy to read on a PDF file and use it throughout the length of your engineering resume.
	Choose the right font size. Use 11-12 pts for the body and 14-16 pts for headings in your engineering resume.
	Bullet points. Whenever possible, use bullet points to present the information and make it easy for the recruiter to skim.
	Mind the length. Recruiters shouldn’t go through a 3-page resume to see whether you’re the right candidate, so the optimal length of your engineering resume should be one page (unless you’re a professional with 10+ years on the job, that is).
	Save your engineering resume in PDF format . Unless asked to do otherwise, your best bet is to save your resume as a PDF file to ensure it looks the same on every device and OS.

Use Our Tried & Tested Templates
As an engineer, you should use every opportunity to show the recruiter how innovative you are and your engineering resume is your first chance to do that.
Like most people, you probably tried creating a Word resume… admit it, using 30+-year-old software is the opposite of being innovative.
Think about it. You can spend hours on formatting alone, but in the end, your engineering resume will still look boring and outdated.
Well, what if we told you there is an easy way to save time AND stand out with your engineer resume?
Just use a resume template !
Our resume templates are created in collaboration with professional recruiters, so they don’t just look fresh and modern - they’re also well-organized and easy to scan.
Want to check for yourself?
Here’s how our resume templates compare to basic text-editors resumes:

[image: resume examples]#2. Add Contact Information
Now that the formatting is out of the way, you can start filling in the contents of your engineering resume.
Let’s start with the basics - your contact information .
You don’t have to invent anything new here - just make sure to avoid making any mistakes (you don’t want the recruiter to think you aren’t capable of successfully providing your contact information - after all, attention to detail is key to being an engineer!).
So, simply include the following details:
	First name and last name
	Professional title
	Phone number
	Email address
	Relevant social media profiles, such as LinkedIn 

Here’s an example of the contact information section:
Sam Edwards
Mechanical Engineer
012-345-6789
[email protected]  
Sacramento, California
linkedin.com/in/samedwards71

[image: job search masterclass novoresume]#3. Write an Engineering Resume Summary or Objective
After including your contact details, you should add a 2-3 sentence resume summary or objective to your engineering resume to quickly decide that your engineering resume is worth taking a closer look at.
Here’s how to choose which one to use:
	If you have lots of engineering experience , write a resume summary to highlight your skills and achievements.
	If you lack engineering experience , use a resume objective to show your career aspirations and how you can benefit the company.

First impressions matter, so whether you’re writing a resume summary or objective, it must effectively show your professional background or how you can be an asset for the company you’re applying to. 
Otherwise, the recruiter might just move on to the next resume.
So, here’s what an impressive resume summary should include:
	Your position and years of experience
	Your most important engineering skills
	Your top 1-2 professional achievements 

And here’s an example of an eye-catching engineering resume summary:
Driven and detail-oriented Electrical Engineer with 4+ years of experience with the design and fabrication of integrated circuits. Excellent troubleshooting, problem-solving, and analytical thinking skills. Solved a long-standing testing bug at Company X which increased the average testing time by 17%. 
Now, if you don’t have the relevant experience and opt for a resume objective, this is what you need to include to make it as memorable as possible:
	Title of your engineering degree
	Any engineering-related experience
	Your motivation to work for the company

Specifically, it should look something like this:
Enthusiastic Software Engineering undergraduate student looking for an entry-level job at Company X. Experienced with Python, C++, and MATLAB programming languages. Looking to apply coding skills and creativity in educational game development.
#4. Make Your Engineering Work Experience Stand Out
Now, let’s move to the most important section of your engineering resume - your work experience .
First, let’s address the formatting.
Begin with your most recent/current job position and simply do this:
	Start off with the job title. This shows the recruiter what role you had in the company.
	Add company details. Include the name and location of the company you worked at. Optionally, you can briefly describe the company if it’s relatively unknown.
	Include the date of employment. Use the mm/yyyy format to write down how long you worked in each company.
	Add responsibilities and achievements. Use 5-6 bullet points for the most recent jobs, and 2-3 for older jobs.

Now that we’ve covered the basics, let’s talk about making the most out of your work experience section.
Of course, you want your engineering work experience to stand out among hundreds of other applications, so simply listing your responsibilities isn’t enough.
Luckily, you don’t need to reinvent the wheel!
Here are some tips to perfect your work experience section:
	Tailor your work experience section to the job. If you’re an engineer, your work experience section should show exactly that, so skip the barista job you had in university and use the space for your achievements or to include additional sections instead.
	Focus on achievements over responsibilities. Every civil, electrical, mechanical, or another type of engineer has the same responsibilities, more or less, but it’s your achievements that can really set you apart from the competition.
	Use action verbs to describe your achievements. Power words (e. g. developed, organized, operated, redesigned, assisted…) will spice up your engineering resume.
	Make your achievements quantifiable. Whenever possible, use numbers to drive the point home (e. g. “Led a team of 15 engineers” instead of “Led a team”).

And here’s an example of an effective work experience section:
02/2017 - 01/2022
	Worked with a team of 14 to design, build, and install industrial air compressors.
	Ensured compliance with safety rules and regulations.
	Increased production efficiency by 9% by strategically minimizing production bottlenecks. 
	Planned and redesigned equipment layout to optimize workflow, resulting in a 7% production capacity increase over the span of 3 years. 
	Consistently met the company's needs at 12% under budget.

What if You Don’t Have Work Experience?
Now, if you’re a fresh engineering graduate or haven’t graduated just yet, you likely don’t have relevant work experience.
That’s totally okay - even Elon Musk didn’t have enough relevant work experience at one point in his life.
But the lack of work experience shouldn’t set you back from building a powerful engineering resume!
You probably have more engineering-related experience to choose from than you think - after all, engineering studies typically involve lots and lots of practice.
So, instead of your work experience, consider including your internships, assistantships, academic projects, and merits, or extracurricular activities.
Here’s an engineering experience example:
Electrical Engineering Experience
Teacher’s Assistant for Electromechanics II
University of Bristol, UK 
10/2019 - 03/2020
	Led problem-solving tutorials for 80+ second-year students.
	Created 10+ laboratory assignments for students using MATLAB Simulink and Adam Pluto transceivers.
	Took attendance, made questionnaires, and helped with other administrative work.

#5. List Your Education the Right Way
Nikola Tesla is a role model to many engineers. 
As such, you probably already know he dropped out of university .
Of course, the lack of an engineering degree didn’t stop Nikola Tesla from becoming one of the greatest engineers, but today the situation is quite different.
Most engineering jobs ask for a Bachelor’s degree at the very least, because engineering is a highly technical field, where theoretical knowledge goes hand in hand with your practical skills.
But, even though your higher education is important to the recruiter, let’s face it - they don’t care which high school you went to.
So, instead of wasting space, make sure to only include relevant education details in your engineering resume.
To keep your education section short and snappy, start with your latest degree and include the following:
	Degree title
	University/college/other institution
	Program location (optional)
	Years attended

And here’s an example of the education section on an engineering resume:
MSc in Electrical Engineering
Eindhoven University of Technology
10/2017 - 05/2019
Of course, you can also include relevant education details, such as your academic achievements, the courses you’ve taken, your GPA, projects, etc. - if they add value to your resume, that is. 
#6. List Your Engineering Skills
Skills are an important part of your engineering resume. They testify to your professional abilities, so you should only include the skills which are relevant to engineering.
Now, although engineering is a technical job, you’re also expected to have a variety of soft skills .
After all, no engineer works in total isolation, so communication and teamwork skills are must-haves for most positions.
So, here are some tips to better organize the skills section on your engineering resume: 
	Write your soft and hard skills separately. 
	Your hard skills largely depend on the type of engineering you do (mechanical, electrical, software, etc.), so make sure to customize the skill section to fit your engineering resume.
	If you're unsure which skills to include in your engineering resume, you can always check the job ad and see if you have the skills the company is looking for.

Need more ideas on which skills to add to your engineer resume? 
Check out our list of the 40 most in-demand soft and hard engineering skills!
Write down your hard skills as specifically as possible to give the recruiter a clear idea of your skills. For example, if you’re good at programming, make sure to include all programming languages (Python, C++, PHP, MATLAB, etc.) you know.
40 Engineering Skills to Put on Your Resume
25 soft engineering skills.
	Attention to detail
	Problem-solving 
	Communication skills
	Ability to work under pressure
	Analytical thinking
	Active listening
	Prioritization
	Time management
	Emotional intelligence
	Organizational skills
	Adaptability
	Brainstorming
	Interpersonal skills
	Self-motivation
	Reliability
	Self-management
	Flexibility

15 Hard Engineering Skills
	Mechanical skills
	Project management
	Troubleshooting
	Prototyping
	Machine Learning
	Workflow development
	Web Development
	Computer skills
	Knowledge of manufacturing processes
	Knowledge of applicable laws
	Technical documentation
	Data Structures

#7. Add Your Engineering Certifications & Licenses
Your university diploma is just one part of engineering training, so the next step is to include your engineering licenses and certifications .
This part is especially important if you want to work abroad because each country has different rules on what kind of education, licenses, and qualifications you need to work in engineering.
So, if you’re a certified or licensed engineer, list your licenses and certifications in your engineering resume in reverse-chronological order and include the following:
	Certification/license name
	Name of agency 
	Year of obtainment
	Location (optional)
	Expiration date (if applicable)
	In progress (if applicable, and add the expected date of obtainment)

Here’s an example:
Professional Certificates
Certified Chemical Engineer (2019)
National Certification Commission in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
#8. Make Use of Additional Resume Sections 
Do you still have some space on your engineering resume?
Consider adding any of these additional sections to make your engineering resume stand out and paint the full picture of your engineering experience:
	Conferences , such as International Conference on Sustainable Energy Engineering, International Conference on Internet Technologies and Society, International Conference on Power Control and Embedded System, International Conference on Industrial Engineering, and others. 
	Associations and organizations , such as engineering societies, including your role in them (if applicable).
	Awards , no matter if they’re company-wide or nationwide.
	Publications , such as studies, scientific articles, interviews, etc.
	Personal projects , if any of them are related to engineering.
	Languages , especially if you’re applying to a company overseas.
	Hobbies and interests , especially if they’re related to engineering. 

And here’s what these extra sections should look like on your engineering resume:
Organizations
	Caspian Engineers Society (2018 - Present) - Board Member

Conferences
	Nanotech Eurasia 2021
	Nanotech Eurasia 2019

#9. Attach a Cover Letter to Your Engineering Resume
If you got this far, you’re just a step away from writing an effective engineering resume for yourself!
But before you get to it, there’s one more important element to your resume we need to address - writing a compelling cover letter.
The point of a cover letter is to convince the recruiter that you are the engineer they’ve been looking for. 
Essentially, you need to prove you’re a competent engineer and a great match for the company, its values, vision, and goals.
So, your cover letter is a chance to give a detailed description of your engineering experience and include any important information that didn’t make it to your engineering resume.
But how exactly do you do that?
Actually, it’s quite simple with the right guidance! 
Here’s how to write a job-winning cover letter :
	Include your contact details in the header.
	Address the cover letter directly to the recruiter.
	Grab the recruiter’s attention from the start by including your 1-2 top achievements in the first paragraph.
	In the body of your cover letter, give a detailed picture of your engineering background and explain why you want to work for this particular company.
	Lastly, end your cover letter with a call to action.

Want to make sure your cover letter is flawless? Check our cover letter writing tips and cover letter mistakes !
And here’s an example of a top-notch cover letter : 

[image: cover letter example]Want your cover letter to catch recruiters’ attention? Match it to your engineering resume by picking one of our cover letter templates !
Key Takeaways
By now, you have all the tools and tips you need to write an outstanding engineering resume (and a cover letter, too!).
Before you go, let’s go over some of the main elements of an impactful engineering resume:
	Choose the reverse-chronological format to focus your work experience and make your engineering resume easy to read.
	Write an impressive resume summary if you have plenty of work experience, and an eye-catching resume objective if you lack engineering experience.
	Make your work experience section stand out by quantifying your achievements.
	Show off your unique engineering experience with licenses, certifications, associations, publications, and other additional information that fits your engineering resume.
	Don’t forget to add a compelling cover letter to your engineering resume to prove you’re the perfect candidate and a great asset to the company.


[image: cookies image]To provide a safer experience, the best content and great communication, we use cookies. Learn how we use them for non-authenticated users.
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Engineering Student Resume Samples
The guide to resume tailoring.
Guide the recruiter to the conclusion that you are the best candidate for the engineering student job. It’s actually very simple. Tailor your resume by picking relevant responsibilities from the examples below and then add your accomplishments. This way, you can position yourself in the best way to get hired.
Craft your perfect resume by picking job responsibilities written by professional recruiters
Pick from the thousands of curated job responsibilities used by the leading companies, tailor your resume & cover letter with wording that best fits for each job you apply.
Create a Resume in Minutes with Professional Resume Templates

[image: Resume Builder]	Working knowledge of statistical techniques
	Participation in continuous improvement initiatives (eg Lean, 5S)
	Well-developed communication, organizational, interpersonal and analytical abilities
	Working on ECO
	Work alongside various department staff and also alone on assigned tasks
	Responsible for working for all Engineering Supervisors upon request
	Responsible for performing maintenance activities for various pieces of Engineering equipment
	Assist in development of engineering department procedures related to design and electronic design database. Maintain strict adherence to company and engineering department regulations and procedures
	Work closely with supporting departments and hourly employees to provide the tools and training necessary to do their job productively. This is accomplished through engineered processes, specifications, standards, and routings to ensure the most efficient methods for production
	Perform ergonomic evaluation of work stations (cycle time analysis, work flow analysis)
	Assist with the preparation of Appropriation Requests (AR's) with justifications for capital projects that details savings projected for production improvements. Project coordination consisting of specifying equipment, designing tooling, ordering items, scheduling installation, conducting machine qualifications, programming, training and supportive documentation for the personnel operating and maintaining the equipment
	In this position, you will be supporting the business by working with multiple functions including Engineering, Manufacturing, and Sales to help achieve business objectives
	Participate in Continuous Improvement and assists in it’s implementation on an ongoing basis
	Support manufacturing process improvements and machine capabilities to meet product specifications & quality standards
	Work on history matching and developing new wellbore modeling tools
	Develop and manage tools for tracking process data for analysis and metrics reporting
	Assist with the development of production profiles to support long range plans
	Understand and optimize current production as well as develop and implement production strategies for future Steam-Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) developments Use basic concepts of thermodynamics to interpret the SAGD process as well as troubleshoot any production issues
	Assist in the completion of engineering work packages and material requisition packages
	Understand and optimize current operations and develop, maintain and implement a long-term depletion plan and make forecasts by using numerical simulation
	Assist in the development of mine planning standards, policies and systems; the design of mine-site infrastructure (ditches, haul roads, stockpiles) and other development activities
	Ability to lift and carry up to 35 lbs
	Ability to use industrial assembly equipment (when instructed)
	Ability to work, on occasion, outside standard working hours (weekends, off-shifts)
	Ability to work in an industrial manufacturing environment
	Support Deco’s Jr/Sr Manufacturing Engineers in their duties
	Provide assistance to Departments Leads; and,
	Technical and administrative research
	Evaluate and identify best paths for internal material flow
	Participate in the design of various mechanical parts/ tools

15 Engineering Student resume templates

[image: Engineering Student Resume Sample]Read our complete resume writing guides
How to tailor your resume, how to make a resume, how to mention achievements, work experience in resume, 50+ skills to put on a resume, how and why put hobbies, top 22 fonts for your resume, 50 best resume tips, 200+ action words to use, internship resume, killer resume summary, write a resume objective, what to put on a resume, how long should a resume be, the best resume format, how to list education, cv vs. resume: the difference, include contact information, resume format pdf vs word, how to write a student resume, idpj engineering student resume examples & samples.
	High level and experience with EXCEL, ACCESS & Microsoft Office
	Multitasking and ability to work in parallel on many tasks
	Ability to manage priorities
	High Technical skills and ability
	High customer orientation
	Good communication skills

R&D Engineering Student Intern Resume Examples & Samples
	Modeling and Simulation of Dynamic Systems
	High Speed Imaging and Optical Systems
	Matlab Scripting

Co-op Engineering Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Creation of Standardized Work Documentations
	Assist with Cardboard City activities
	Assist with part presentation setup
	Help document cost-saving activities
	Help document Mafact improvement plans
	Assist with the development of Kanban and Part Delivery systems
	Take part in line design reviews
	Help with training and continuous improvement activities
	Must be able and willing to travel all over Ontario and the United States
	Other duties as assigned and necessary
	Co-op Student must be a Mechanical or Industrial Engineering student between 3rd and 4th year
	Previous experience working in a manufacturing environment is an asset
	Shows willingness to learn, fully understands, and adopts the Magna and Cosma standards
	Positive attitude, excellent interpersonal skills, and demonstrated commitment to continuous improvement
	Demonstrates strong people skills. Works well in a team environment. Must be able to interact and effectively communicate with many different kinds of people – from the GM to the shop floor operator. Goes out of his/her way to communicate
	Understands the importance of the mixture of on-the-floor AND classroom training, and must be able to stand up in front of the room and effectively train everybody that requires training
	Embraces our desire to standardize World Class Manufacturing that will be the basis for training materials
	Displays high attention-to-detail and understand why this is so critical in a project management role, where every detail matters
	Documents clearly, most especially when discovering an issue
	Able to work and learn independently with little supervision
	Follows direction well
	Able to receive constructive criticism well - accepts responsibility, and takes the initiative to improve
	Consistently demonstrates and maintains a high level of accuracy and accountability
	Must work with sense of urgency, ability to meet tight deadlines, to defuse conflict situations, management of confidential / sensitive information, maturity of judgement, maintain contacts internally / externally, overtime / flex hours as necessary, fast paced office & manufacturing environment
	Normal amount of sitting or standing, average mobility to move around an office environment, able to conduct normal amount of work at a computer, may require local travel
	Business travel maybe a requirement of this position, within and outside of core working hours

Summer Student Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Registered to obtain a degree in Electrical Engineering or Computer Sciences
	Proficiency in Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Visio
	Good knowledge of the Microsoft operating systems, Windows server 2003-2008, SQL
	Valid Driver’s license
	Ability to apply technology to create solutions
	Excellent English verbal and written communication skills
	Software programming skills, C#, .NET
	Knowledge of Linux/Solaris/Unix
	Knowledge of IP networks (switches, routers, firewall, etc.)
	Knowledge of Auto Cad and MapInfo
	Basic Knowledge in RF and telecommunications

Engineering Summer Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Work with Tycos' Engineering Department to improve
	5S initiatives
	Update work instructions, process flow documents and value stream mapping
	Prepare Best Practice presentations including but not limited to Design of Experiments
	Assist with Continuous Improvement initiatives within the plant
	Various other process and plant related projects
	Comply with safety rules and policies and follow safe working practices
	Comply with all housekeeping policies
	Mechanical and/or Process Engineering student at college or university with the goal of working in manufacturing after graduation
	Good working knowledge of Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
	Experience with Visio preferred
	Good understanding of Value Steam Mapping and Process Flow
	Strong communication and problem solving skills
	A team player who is also able to work independently
	Self-motivated with a positive attitude

Engineering Coop Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Participate in improvement activities to assist Quality Assurance initiatives including creating and updating Control Plans, operator instructions, containment instructions, operator training, preparing and communicating Quality Alerts, etc
	Assist in the Pre-Production Part Approval Process (PPAP) by investigating customer requirements/specifications, testing prototypes, collecting data, etc
	Supporting the Quality Management System by performing technical research, participating in process audits, assisting in quality studies, collecting data, assisting in the determination and implementation of corrective actions
	Documentation control
	Record maintenance
	Lab support
	Supporting MAFACT targets, with takt time study (south and North plant)
	Supporting with PLV project
	Supporting Autopacker as a main project
	Supporting vision system with production, and kicking off capital vision
	Currently, supporting production with updating JES, and SWI
	Dedicated to extrusion production, helping with capital projects like vision systems and additional capital auto Packer
	Also supporting extrusion lines with JES and SWI, meeting MAFACT standards
	Supporting production with revising the current marking units
	Look after coil handling for the extrusion lines
	Promote and comply with health, safety, and environmental standards, safe operating procedures, good housekeeping practices and the observance of protective equipment requirements at all times
	Attend authorized training in order to develop and/or maintain relevant job-related knowledge, techniques, skills, and/or certification
	Undergrad degree in Manufacturing Engineering or Industrial Engineering 3rd year completed preferred
	ASQ “Certified Quality Engineer” certification an asset
	Ability to interpret engineering drawings and math data including geometric dimensioning and tolerance an asset
	1 year related experience in the automotive industry
	Proficient with RED “X” or similar root causing tools, SPC/CIP and Six Sigma techniques, Lean Manufacturing, FMEA, APQP, and DOE
	Sound computer skills, including knowledge of software in current use
	Ability to read and interpret technical drawings
	General knowledge of Co-extrusion principles
	General knowledge of quality principles (PPAP, D/PFMEA, 8Ds, SPC, GD&T, etc.)

Coop Student Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Process, Control and Automation
	Operational Excellence
	Technical Services and Manufacturing Science
	Quality Assurance or Quality Control
	Material Management
	Environmental Health and Safety
	Learning and Development

Co-op Student, Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Participate in the development of solutions to technical issues and in the verification of implementation of these solutions
	Review daily production data for accuracy and capture in data management systems
	Prepare and present summary reports, performance metrics reports, graphical representation and PowerPoint presentations as required
	Provide regulatory support to growth applications
	Use thermal reservoir simulators for optimizing depletion strategies
	Optimize completion designs of pumps, instrumentation, flow controls and tubulars
	Currently enrolled full-time in 2nd, 3rd or 4th year of an engineering program at an accredited university and returning to full-time studies after the work term
	Attach your transcripts with your application in order to be considered; please clearly indicate the length of work term for which you are available
	Strong computer skills with intermediate to advanced proficiency in Microsoft Office suite, particularly Excel
	Ability to perform mass and energy balance calculations is an asset
	Working knowledge of process system software, MATLAB, ASPEN Plus, 2D Drafting using AUTOCAD, and/ or Process System Modeling using HYSYS is an asset
	An understanding of oil and gas production and processing is an asset
	Work accuracy, attention to detail and ability to analyze data is fundamental
	Excellent written and verbal communication, administration and organizational skills

Co-op Student, Burrard Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Provide assistance to operations in developing process safety information documentation for the Burrard process units
	Validate piping instrumentation diagrams
	Revise operating procedures
	Cross-check safe operating limit documents
	Provide project support as required
	Currently enrolled in chemical or mechanical engineering at an accredited post-secondary institution, and returning to full-time studies after the work term
	Advanced computer skills, particularly in Microsoft Office
	Strong safety mindset
	Well organized; good time management skills with the ability to work both independently and in a team environment
	Strong customer orientation, communication and interpersonal skills

Engineering Internship Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Pursuing a third level Engineering Degree
	Candidates must have a minimum of 2.1 Grade in their degree course
	Flexibility to be based at one of our Abbott sites around Ireland

Co-op Student Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Mechanical Systems – Course work in mechatronic systems completed or planned to complete
	Software – Course work in computer programming completed or planned to complete
	Electrical Systems – Course work in basic circuit analysis completed or planned to complete
	Automobile Network Systems – Demonstrates basic understanding of in vehicle networking preferred
	Automobile Powertrain Systems – Demonstrates basic understanding of automobile transmission and/or all-wheel drive coupling functions preferred
	Documentation Skills – Demonstrates ability to write fluently in technical topics
	Communication Skills – Demonstrates ability to effectively communicate with peers, supervisors and customers
	Must currently be in enrolled in Engineering college co-op program at Kettering University
	Responsible for updating and maintaining all drawings, O&M Manuals and documentation
	Must be able to write, and follow verbal or written instructions
	Must be currently enrolled in a Facilities Engineering Program
	Requires some lifting of heavy objects, and a lot of walking

Engineering Co-op Student Resume Examples & Samples
	35% Technical Lead - Assist in Project and Safety Management of construction projects. Includes design reviews, site visits and contractor/ site liaisons
	35% Project Administration - Manage project approval database and monitor project spending. Includes generating fund requests, issuing purchase/work orders, and strategic planning for capital spend plan
	20% Project Support - Assist other Project Managers in the execution of their projects. Includes drawings recovery and review, record management, and review of specifications
	10% Participate in the development of reliability & maintenance prevention programs
	Completion of 3rd year engineering course
	Able to be away on travel 1-3 day increments, as required
	Strong organizational, interpersonal and communication skills
	Must be enrolled in an accredited bachelor's degree (or higher level) college/university program in majoring in Engineering, preferably Software Engineering or Computer Science
	Must have a minimum GPA of 2.5
	Must be familiar with C++ and C# programming languages
	Familiarity with SQL/Access database a plus
	Must be able to compute rate, ratio and percent
	Must have good diagnostic and troubleshooting skills
	Must be customer service oriented

Engineering Student Co-op Resume Examples & Samples
	Perform engineering tasks including writing and testing software, creating software tools, updating drawings and documentation
	Gather data and prepare reports as necessary
	Provide administrative and technical support to Engineering department
	Assist other departments, when needed
	Must be proficient with Microsoft Office products
	Must be willing to learn new procedures and applications
	Must have excellent communication skills

Waste Determination Engineering Student Summer Intern Resume Examples & Samples
	Clemson University
	Howard University
	Tuskegee University
	University System of Georgia
	University System of Tennessee
	University System of South Carolina

Dualer Student Bachelor of Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Fachabitur oder Abitur
	Interesse an eigenverantwortlichem Arbeiten und Projektarbeit
	Technisches Verständnis und logisches Denkvermögen
	Kommunikations- und Teamfähigkeit
	Gute Kenntnisse in Mathematik, Naturwissenschaften und Englisch
	Hohes Maß an Eigeninitiative

Power Engineering Co-op Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Utilize Safe Production tools and exhibit behaviors of Safe Production
	Assist in the duties of attaining water samples in the Water treatment Plant, Sewage treatment plant and cooling towers
	Monitor the results of all chemical residual in the water systems, potable, cooling, process, boiler, sewage and know what corrective action to take to get the samples within spec
	Assist with setting up several HVAC Units to secure a proper balanced system for several buildings
	Manage assigned projects in a manner that meets quality, time and resource requirements
	Previous work experience in an industrial setting would be an asset
	Able to work with various groups to gather and access a large amount of technical information in the form of engineering specifications and drawings; and vendor specifications and recommendations
	Knowledge and experience in windows based applications are essential
	Organizational, interpersonal communication skills, strong analytical skills and problem solving skills and a proven safety record are essential

Working Student Requirements Engineering Mobile Resume Examples & Samples
	Customer/ Mobile Operator Requirements
	Prepare external requirements for import into requirements engineering tool Jama
	Prepare review lists for customer / mobile operator requirements compliance
	Requirements Clean-up: --Requirements updates based on new revisions of external standards like 3GPP. --requirements improvements based on template rules and general improvements based on inputs by the team of requirements engineers --Maintenance support for requirements catalog-Project reporting: --implement standardized queries/filters for projects --prepare regular project exports and upload to intranet Microsoft Sharepoint
	Office Tools, focus on Excel: experienced, including macros programming
	English: advanced grade
	Field of study: science, technology, engineering and mathematics
	Penultimate year student studying towards a BA/BSc, MEng or MSc degree in a relevant engineering discipline - minimum 2.1 degree or higher
	Analytical/technical skills with a practical approach to problem solving
	Excellent communication skills, written & verbal
	Strong interpersonal and time management skills
	Organisational skills - ability to prioritise responsibilities
	Decision making, focus on results with high levels of initiative
	Dependability and adaptability
	Proactive and ability to challenge where appropriate and necessary
	Competent in the usage of Microsoft suite of packages

Geotechnical Engineering Co-op Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Perform Geotechnical, Environmental, and Materials Testing Fieldwork
	Perform some laboratory testing
	Daily field reporting and documentation
	Manage personal and some other staff workloads
	Reviewing project specific literature and summarizing relevant information
	Participating in field investigation which may include drilling, slope stability, risk assessments and instrumentation installation
	Topographic or construction surveying with GPS survey equipment
	Reviewing drawings and technical specifications
	Ensuring contractual compliance
	Field verification of drawings and equipment
	Currently enrolled in a coop program in Electrical or Civil Engineering
	Working knowledge of AutoCAD (REVIT an asset)
	Excellent communication skills; and,
	Should be comfortable working in groups and independently

Working Student Within Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Software development of Embedded Software in C / C++
	Software development of verification tools (i.e. in C++ / Java / LabVIEW)
	Integration & testing on the hardware (i.e. Raspberry Pi or other embedded systems)
	Documentation of the implemented design and of the software product

Co-op Student, Power Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Perform plant operations duties to ensure smooth and efficient operation in your work area
	Ensure that plant-related issues beyond the scope of this position are brought to the attention of your supervisor in a timely fashion
	Prepare and complete daily area logs and communicate significant changes and findings
	Provide direction and supervision to maintenance and contract personnel performing maintenance and other plant duties during the assigned shift
	Ensure timely action during plant upsets and process adjustments that is consistent with operational objectives and target outputs
	Prepare equipment for maintenance and return equipment to service when available
	Ensure that shift change is well communicated
	Maintain housekeeping in your assigned unit at a high level, ensure the safety of personnel working within the assigned area, and ensure PPE and other safety policies are followed during operations
	Currently enrolled in an accredited post-secondary institution and successfully completed at least one year of power engineering, and returning to full-time studies after the work term
	Proficient with computer applications
	Ability to make timely decisions associated with process upsets and work in a team environment
	You have a proven safety and environmental mindset

Co-op Student, Reservoir Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Assist in day-to-day responsibilities including production monitoring, production planning, short term and long term forecasting, decline curve analysis, pressure transient analysis, well interference analysis, and reservoir simulation studies
	Track field production and measure field performance against production and reliability targets
	Evaluate key reservoir parameters to measure performance of reservoir depletion strategies
	Participate in team meetings and provide production updates
	Assist in the coordination of project and gate reviews
	Perform technical reservoir engineering work scopes
	Prior industry experience is an asset
	Currently enrolled in an accredited post-secondary institution and working towards a bachelor degree in engineering or equivalent, and returning to full-time studies after the work term
	Thorough working knowledge of personal computers and Microsoft Office software applications
	Demonstrated eagerness to learn, and perform effectively under pressure
	You collaborate with others in order to achieve the best results and deliver the most value and have the ability to work in a team environment as well as independently

Engineering Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Organize current As-Built Drawings on-site and develop a database to store these drawings
	Develop equipment P&IDs for manufacturing and maintenance equipment
	Review Manufacturer Maintenance recommendations and compare these to existing site Preventative Maintenance Schedules. Review Manufacturer's recommendations for the list of spare parts that should be kept on-site
	Develop a database with the Operational and Maintenance Manuals linked to equipment on-site
	Gathering specification data for the equipment and filling into our Maintenance System
	Registered student in an Engineering degree program. Student should have completed two years within their degree program
	Must be returning to school in the fall

Intern Student Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Electrical Engineering Industrial and Commercial Applications
	Demand Side Management and Energy Efficiency Program Exposure
	Customer Experience program development
	Professional Engineering development that spans many industrial customers
	Support manufacturing process improvements and machine capabilities to meet product specifications & quality standards
	Establish and maintain manufacturing operations, specifications, product cost estimating, and standards
	Identify, record, and implement manufacturing cost reductions in material, labor, cycle time, setup, down time, tool life, product flow, inventory, etc
	Assist with the preparation of Appropriation Requests (AR's) with justifications for capital projects that details savings projected for production improvements. Project coordination consisting of specifying equipment, designing tooling, ordering items, scheduling installation, conducting machine qualifications, programming, training and supportive documentation for the personnel operating and maintaining the equipment
	Support production’s daily engineering needs including troubleshooting problems related to the manufacturing process, product quality, equipment, programming, tooling, fixturing, tools, and other resources necessary to produce the product
	Cooperate closely with other product divisions, production departments, and service departments as necessary
	Follow Regal Ethics and Safety Programs
	Adhere to all Export, Import and Supply Chain Security Policy requirements relevant to the position
	Follow State and Federal Environmental Compliance Programs
	Adhere to ISO 9000 Standards
	Job duties include but are not limited to the above
	Education: working towards degree in related engineering discipline preferred
	Travel Required: Minimal
	Computer Skill
	Overall 3.0 GPA or above
	Demonstrated leadership skills (minimum of one example in the last four years such as: school club officer, sports team captain, resident advisor, etc. or exceptional leadership of work projects)
	Work experiences (minimum of two functionally related internships or six months of experience, ie Co-op or work exp by graduation)
	Resiliency and ability to adapt quickly

Student Assistant Architecture & Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Network, server and workstation security
	Identity and access management (classic enterprise and cloud)
	Cloud security
	Application security (secure development and authentication technologies)
	Automation and application development
	Big data, machine learning and AI
	Security monitoring and tool development
	Advanced security analytics using e.g. big data, AI and machine learning
	Creating new standards and implementing them
	Threat modelling and assessments
	Develop and maintain internal security requirements (infrastructure and applicaition security)
	Graduate student in Computer Science, IT Engineer or similar
	You are able to quickly gain new tech skills
	You read, write, speak and understand English at a high level
	Analytical and structured

Summer Engineering Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Working with other Mechanical Engineers, Designers and SNC Lavalin’s Process Group to produce engineering documents such as specifications, datasheets, scopes of work, general arrangement drawings, equipment models, technical bid evaluations, design briefs, etc
	Coordinating with other disciplines to ensure a timely and accurate flow of design information, while ensuring departmental and client standards are maintained
	Providing departmental support tasks such as the maintenance and revision of equipment libraries, department standards and procedures
	Coordinate and liaise with Engineers to solve technical issues
	Work with document control to expedite the review and close-out of technical documents
	Ensure the timely review of technical documents issued for internal coordination
	Support the field engineering manager in various coordination activities
	Support the needs of construction teams in terms of engineering documentation
	Receive and verify the redline drawings from field contractors
	Receive and verify QC dossiers from field contractors
	Completed first year of an Engineering Degree
	Working knowledge of SolidEdge and Microstation an asset
	Working knowledge of Microsoft Office software (Word, Excel, Outlook)
	Dedicated team player with strong interpersonal and communication skills
	Self-starter with the ability to work independently when required

Engineering Student Intern Resume Examples & Samples
	Prepare limited engineering related calculations and develop drawings and visual aids
	Delivery of plans and documents to clients as needed by the Project Team or Department Manager
	Perform assignments requiring application of standard techniques, procedures and criteria to carrying out engineering tasks
	Basic knowledge of industry standard CADD computer software for the position (examples include software such as AutoCAD and Microstation)
	Assist with the completion of engineering work packages and material requisition packages
	Craft solutions to technical issues and in the verification of implementation of these solutions
	Assist in the development of production profiles to support long range plans
	Understand and support current production as well as develop and implement production strategies for future steam-assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) developments using basic concepts of thermodynamics to interpret the SAGD process as well as troubleshoot any production issues
	Strong computer skills with intermediate to advanced proficiency in Microsoft Office suite, particularly Excel as well as working knowledge of process system software, Matlab, Aspen Plus, 2D Drafting using AutoCAD, and/ or process system modeling using HYSYS is an asset

Crypto Engineering Working Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Help make the Internet safer
	Improve Firefox’s security
	Be at the forefront of developing cryptographic applications

Engineering Services Student Intern Resume Examples & Samples
	Overall responsibility is to assist Engineering Services engineers in
	Candidates must be pursuing an undergraduate degree
	Studying Mechanical Engineering, Physics or related area with a focus
	Support Deco’s Jr/Sr Manufacturing Engineers in their duties
	Keeping appropriate records of all pertinent work being assigned
	Participate in Continuous Improvement and assists in it’s implementation on an ongoing basis
	Work within the guidelines of the Deco Associate Handbook
	Demonstrate the ability to work effectively within a Team Environment and be a positive contributing member of that team in solution development and implementation
	Currently enrolled as a third or fourth year undergraduate student in an accredited post-secondary mechanical engineering program
	Theoretical knowledge of product/machine design techniques, practical experience is a benefit
	Theoretical knowledge of manufacturing processes (Progressive Stamping, Hydroforming, Robotic Welding, CNC Machining), practical experience is a benefit
	Knowledge of CAD software (CATIA, AutoCad, Solidworks),
	Strong technical and computer skills, specifically in Excel and PowerPoint
	Ability to multitask effectively and have good time management skills

WSP Engineering Internship Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Assisting an external and internal team of engineers to complete the engineering, design, and construction and commissioning of the pipeline and associated facilities
	Collaborate with the field program team and other project stakeholders to ensure alignment and the implementation of best practices
	Supporting development budgets, approvals, schedules, and deliverables
	Coordinate interfaces and ensure consistency and quality of the deliverables
	Developing and communicate project implementation information to team members and stakeholders
	Assisting in quality assurance activities and field engineering issues during construction
	Coordinate to ensure effectiveness of construction project tools such as Requests for Information (RFI), Design Change Notices (DCN) etc
	Assisting in maintaining and implementing engineering records on project site (SharePoint)
	Must be enrolled in a co-op/internship program at a recognized post-secondary institution over the duration of the work term
	Ability to prioritize and effectively deal with multiple and competing demands to meet tight deadlines in a fast-paced environment
	Attention to detail and ability to capture and report information accurately
	Business maturity and awareness with topics and matters that are confidential and competition sensitive
	Ability to work independently and collaboratively with others in a team setting
	Leadership, management and decision-making skills
	Must be enrolled in an undergraduate Engineering program at a recognized post-secondary institution over the duration of the work term
	Previous engineering, operations or construction experience with crude oil and gas pipeline systems, tank terminals or energy infrastructure would be an asset
	Proficiency with Microsoft Office tools (Excel, Visio, and Word)
	Assisting current team members in project completion
	In many instances, co-ops will have hands on projects supporting Engineers
	Will provide data analysis to support projects and/or operations
	Sophomore status or above (minimum of 30 accumulated credit hours) working toward a Mechanical Engineering degree
	· Familiar with Autocad, Solidworks or any 3D modelling software
	· Prefer minimum 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale
	· Familiarity with Microsoft Office Software (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc)
	· Ability to prioritize and work on multiple projects in parallel
	· Ability to work effectively in both team assignments and individual contributor assignments
	· Good analytical and problem solving skills
	· Strong communication and interpersonal skills
	· Driven to learn
	Provide engineering support for capital projects or other corporate objectives
	Support Project Managers and Project Engineers with various project management activities including, design review, budgeting, scheduling, risk analysis etc
	Compile and manage design and construction logs throughout the life of a project
	Participate in construction and design progress and management meetings
	Help develop variance documents and permit applications
	Support material procurement and expediting activities
	Prepare calculations, designs, design documents, specifications, conceptual studies, reports, and proposals
	Support business planning, reporting, and budgeting through data collection, testing, and scenario analysis
	Support company processes including Engineering Standards, Management of Change, and Project Management Procedures
	Perform other related duties as business needs arise and your skills and interests align
	Well-developed communication and interpersonal skills
	A strong team player - demonstrating a high level of initiative, cooperation, and sharing of tasks
	Enthusiastic, eager to learn, and motivated to spend time troubleshooting
	Must possess a high level of attention to detail
	Innovative, self-motivated, professional, and able to work and contribute in a fast-paced, multi-discipline team environment
	Conscientious, mature, and has a high regard for safety
	Completion of third year in an Engineering program, preference will be given to those with a Mechanical, Electrical, or Civil specialty
	Intermediate to advanced working knowledge of Microsoft Windows, Excel, Word, Outlook and Visio (or similar spreadsheet, database, and e-mail software)
	Knowledge and/or experience in the oil and gas industry are considered an asset
	Provide engineering support for capital projects focusing on incorporating lessons learned and optimizing design
	Help develop and execute comprehensive capital improvement projects that require clear definitions of scope, investment valuations of alternatives, cost estimates, schedules, and execution plans
	Perform statistical analysis on equipment reliability data
	Perform other related duties as business needs arise and skills and interests align
	A strong team player - demonstrating a high level of initiative, cooperation, and willingness to share tasks
	Enthusiastic, eager to learn
	Innovative, self-motivated, professional, and able to work and contribute in a fast-paced, multi-disciplined team environment
	Conscientious, mature, and possess a high regard for safety
	Excellent analytical skills with the ability to apply technical software
	Knowledge and/or experience in the mid-stream industry are considered an asset
	To assist Senior Engineers in design, planning, estimating and construction
	To undertake fundamental tasks as part of the Orbit Validation Team whilst gaining practical experience
	Develop a professional and systematic approach to all engineering tasks, by on the job training and guidance by Senior Engineers, Technicians and Managers
	To gain knowledge in all the departments and divisions of the project and company as to understand their contributions towards to the company
	Learn the computer software used in the construction industry as used by Kentz
	Any other adhoc duties as assigned from time to time

Summer Student, Engineering Resume Examples & Samples
	Records auditing
	Records conversions
	Administrative support

Engineering Intern / Co-op Student Resume Examples & Samples
	Must have some college; coursework in Thermodynamics a plus
	Must be safety conscience, able to follow direction, and have a questioning attitude
	Technically oriented
	Resourceful and proactive
	Performs elementary engineering assignments and works from designs of others
	Develops, modifies and/or reviews drawings
	Organizes and maintains documents for specific projects
	Works closely with project team and assists to complete projects on aggressive schedules
	Takes personal responsibility for fostering a green workplace through sustainable work practices
	Fosters a commitment to external and internal client service
	Basic knowledge of engineering principles and practices
	Basic knowledge of building regulations and safety codes
	Basic knowledge of design techniques, tools, and principals involved in production of precision technical plans, blueprints, and drawings
	Basic proficiency in Revit Structure and AutoCAD preferred
	Basic proficiency in MS Office, including Word, Excel and Outlook preferred
	Basic knowledge about sustainability, integrated design and LEED guidelines preferred
	Ability to effectively meet deadlines
	Currently enrolled in Engineering or other related degree program
	Previous internship with an engineering or architectural design firm preferred

Related Job Titles
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	Engineering Project

Engineering Resume Templates
Get an Excellent Engineering Resume to Secure an Interview for Your Job Application with Template.net’s Free Professionally-written Engineering Resume Templates. Choose Online from Resume Document Template Examples that Come with Pre-written Resume Summaries, Skills, Experiences, Education Qualifications, Licenses, and Certifications that You can Edit, Download for Free, and Print in Minutes.  
Get Access to All  Resume Templates
	Engineering Proposal
	Engineering Resume
	Engineering Roadmap
	Engineering Technologist
	Cisco Engineer
	Systems Engineer Resume

Free Engineering Resume Template, Printable, Download
Whether you’re an engineering student intern or a professional civil, chemical, or mechanical engineer, download Template.net’s free printable engineering resume templates that are vital for your job search. Choose from template examples for students with no experience resumes, or professional engineering resumes. All template samples come with simple or creative layouts with fillable original content that you can edit according to your qualifications using our editor tool. 
Edit Engineering Resume Online for Free and Download
Choose from our engineering template examples in blank, basic, simple, creative, or modern layouts that you can edit online to include your skills, experiences, and objectives. Whether you’re an undergraduate college engineering student looking for an internship; a beginner, entry level, or fresh engineering graduate looking for your first job; or a professional engineer looking for a resume in electrical, manufacturing, or technical engineering fields, get your ready-made template here for free. Download in options of PDF or PNG file format.

[image: Upgrade to Business]	Career Advice
	Resumes and CVs

Engineering Resume
Engineers apply mathematical and scientific principles to solve complex technical problems. A great engineering resume outlines the candidate's practical background and education and should highlight notable achievements, along with the specific skills and expertise that demonstrate the candidate's suitability for the position.
Try Betterteam
Post your jobs to 100+ job boards
	Reach over 250 million candidates.
	Get candidates in hours, not days.

Engineering Resume - Free Template
Download this engineering resume template in Microsoft Word format.
Engineering Resume Example:
Your full name.
[License/Registration]
[Street Address]
[Briefly write about your background, industry experience, skills, and accomplishments.]
[List hard and soft skills]
Experience:
Company Name / Job Title
Month 20XX - Present, Location
[List key responsibilities and achievements.]
Month 20XX - Month 20XX, Location
School Name / Degree
	[License/Registration 1]

Certifications:
	[Certification 1]
	[Certification 2]

Accomplishments:
	[Accomplishment 1]
	[Accomplishment 2]
	[Accomplishment 3]

How to Write an Engineering Resume:
A step-by-step guide to writing an engineering resume with a free template included.
Start with a summary.
Highlight your abilities..
Write a short summary that showcases your key skills and expertise, providing the reader with a clear picture of your professional abilities and strengths.
Keep it short.
The summary should be a concise, compelling paragraph that provides the reader with a quick and clear overview of what you have to offer. Keep it simple and to the point.
Add your skills.
List your hard and soft skills..
Along with the technical skills and abilities you have developed and nurtured as an engineer, you should also add soft skills that are particularly relevant to the position.
Engineers are often required to have good team and project management skills, along with good communication, collaboration, problem-solving, and time management skills.
Add your professional experience.
List your work experience..
List all the positions you have had by date and place in reverse chronological order.
Describe your previous roles.
Provide a concise overview of the key responsibilities you had in each position. You can tailor the list to the job description of the role you are applying for by highlighting specific projects you worked on that demonstrate your capabilities and the key skills they are looking for.
For example, if the job description includes "troubleshoot issues in production processes and recommend improvements," you'll want to include any experience you have in identifying and resolving technical problems and draw attention to projects and processes that you improved.
Add your educational background.
List your qualifications..
In the education section of your resume, list your highest qualification first along with the name of the educational institution you attended and the dates of attendance.
Include education in progress.
If you are currently studying, add "in progress" ahead of the dates.
Add your professional licensure and certifications.
Indicate your professional status..
List the professional organizations and licensed bodies you are registered with as a professional engineer. If you are a licensed engineer in more than one state, list each of these separately.
List your certifications.
Include any certifications you have to perform work in accordance with national and international codes and standards. These show prospective employers that you have advanced knowledge in a specialty area, such as coastal engineering or energy management, and can give you a competitive edge.
Add your accomplishments.
List your achievements..
Mention projects and achievements that showcase your value and competence, including specific details and metrics to demonstrate the impact and importance of your work. This may also include an award by an industry body and published works.
Action Verbs for Resumes
What should be on an engineering resume?
	Professional summary.
	Key skills.
	Employment history.
	Lisensure & certifications.
	Accomplishments.

What are some engineering skills?
	Statistics.
	Problem-solving.
	Communication.
	Project management.

How long should an engineering resume be?
How long an engineering resume should be will depend on the engineer's experience. If you have multiple years of experience and have worked for different companies and on a variety of projects, it is perfectly acceptable for your resume to extend beyond one page. The resume of an engineer with more than ten or twenty years of experience will often extend beyond five pages.
Related Articles:
Cv vs. resume, engineering internship cover letter, how to find electrical engineers, best font for a resume, how to answer: "what are your weaknesses" in an interview.

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Build my resume

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]	Resume builder
	Build a better resume in minutes
	Resume examples
	2,000+ examples that work in 2024
	Resume templates
	184 free templates for all levels
	Cover letters
	Cover letter generator
	It's like magic, we promise
	Cover letter examples
	Free downloads in Word & Docs

26 Free Resume Templates (Word) Designed for 2024

[image: Stephen Greet]	Word Resume Template Choices
	How to Make a Resume in Word word

Make the Most with Word Resume Templates
Pick the resume template best for you.
	Word Resume Templates FAQs

If you just turned in your resignation letter and are ready to  give yourself the best chance of landing the next job you’re after , you need an attractive, organized resume template . Our 26 resume templates for Word are hot out of the oven for 2024. All you have to do is download them for free and start editing them in Microsoft Word.
Trouble customizing your Word resume template ? Working with ready-made templates can be challenging, so if you’re in a time crunch or over the frustration, make a resume with us for a quick and easy time!
Word Resume Template Choices for You

[image: Job seeker looks between two plans and uses binoculars to search for the best Word resume template ]Academic Word Resume Template

[image: Black and white academic Microsoft Word resume template]Why this resume template works
	Share internship or work experience as well as project experience. Projects can be academic or personal. If you’re feeling stuck on what to include here, try thinking about your hobbies and interests .
	Show off academic achievements and awards in a dedicated section in the left sidebar. Need more room than that? Try using the projects section instead!

Minimalist Word Resume Template

[image: Minimalist Word resume template with thin black lines]Why this resume works
	Clean, thin lines create division for all the necessary parts while maximizing space for you to highlight your best career achievements.

Technical Word Resume Template

[image: Technical Word resume template with room for tech stack]	This resume is incredibly easy to follow down the page with its unique but professional design. Don’t be surprised when you start getting calls for interviews!

Acting Word Resume Template

[image: Acting Word resume template with blue sidebar for actor attributes]	This template features a section where you can place your acting experience front and center, leaving the sidebar to draw the eye to your talents and attributes.

Student Word Resume Template

[image: Student Word resume template with yellow contact header]	Let both your personality and your background shine in this student Word resume template.

Modern Word Resume Template

[image: Modern Word resume template with green contact header and sidebar]	Space for all your work achievements? Check.
	Space for skills and certs? Check check.
	Space for a summary statement that attests to your successful career history? Check check check!

Functional Word Resume Template

[image: Functional Word resume template with blue contact header and section headers ]	If that’s the boat you’re in, you’ll like what this functional Word resume template can offer you.

Simple Word Resume Template

[image: Black and white simple Microsoft Word resume template]	Dark lines keep each section separated and marked clearly for an eye-catching and simple design.
	Expound on any important details with a cover letter generator that won’t miss any details from your resume or the job description.

Professional Word Resume Template

[image: Professional Microsoft Word resume template with blude headers and icons]	Detailed icons draw the eye in, so recruiters can focus on your professional history and accomplishments.

Basic Word Resume Template

[image: Basic Microsoft Word resume template in black and white]	Clear headers designate each section and leave you room for extras, too, like a career objective and certifications or licenses.

Best Word Resume Template

[image: Best Microsoft Word resume template with blue job title line and bold headers]	This aesthetically pleasing template works well when you want to format your resume in reverse-chronological order.

Harvard Word Resume Template

[image: Black and white Harvard resume template with study abroad and leadership and activities experience]	There’s space to share your coursework, study abroad experience, leadership and collegiate activities, and even traditional work experience on your Harvard Word resume template.

Easy Word Resume Template

[image: Easy Microsoft Word resume template with blue headers]	Recruiters won’t be quick to forget your name with this soft blue contact header that keeps your info neat and tidy.
	Resume templates like this one are good choices for job seekers looking to climb the ladder because it lays your work history out in reverse-chronological order.

High School Word Resume Template

[image: Black and white high school Microsoft Word resume template]	Think about school projects or extracurricular activities that keep you busy, and use that to populate your projects section. Try to answer how you contributed and left a positive impact.
	And hey, if you do have some traditional work experience, just add that to the projects section instead!

Music Word Resume Template

[image: Music Microsoft Word resume template with green sidebar]	Use your experience section to highlight where you shine, whether that be in the orchestra or in the classroom instructing.
	The green sidebar gives us nice pop of color to draw attention to your music honors and awards, where you can put the spotlight on competitions, the location, and the year.

Nursing Word Resume Template

[image: Nursing Microsoft Word resume template with blue headers and blue triangles]	Small and unique design elements pull the eye in strategically to your objective , skills, and licenses, telling recruiters right away that you’re qualified for the role.
	Licenses and certifications are essential, which is why there are two sections dedicated to this at the bottom of your resume. List your nursing license in the left sidebar and list any other certifications and licenses you hold beneath your experience.

Teacher of the Year Word Resume Template

[image: A teacher of the year Word resume template with blue and black color blocks]	Your teacher resume can demonstrate your professional ability to teach any age group from kindergarten to high school.
	Bold blue tones emphasize wisdom, confidence, intelligence, and imagination. This type of  resume formatting  contrasts nicely with strong black empty space. It makes for an eye-catching and appealing resume.

The Arts Word Resume Template

[image: The arts Word resume template]	Usually, we advise against including a photo in your  resume template , but we can make the case for one here. It shows personality and individuality, which are, of course, important traits for an artistic, creative job. 
	Job titles that will be especially suited to your arts resume include visual artist, musician, photographer, designer, and producer.

Pretty-in-Pink Word Resume Template

[image: A pretty in pink Word resume template]	This bold, creative resume template is best suited for those working in roles where a more colorful style would be acceptable or encouraged.
	This will include many jobs in the arts and creative industries, but it’s always best to judge based on the formality of the specific company to which you apply.

Royal Blue Word Resume Template

[image: A royal blue Word resume template]	The dark blue is particularly good at conveying a sense of knowledge, seriousness, and security, which are appealing qualities for hiring managers seeking an advanced professional like yourself. The light blue adds contrast and is associated with compassion, an essential characteristic of good management. 
	We think you could build a killer resume with this royal blue Word resume template for roles as an account manager , team lead, regional manager, operations manager , and executive assistant .

The Trades Word Resume Template

[image: The trades Word resume template]	Remember, this doesn’t mean your resume has to look boring. Keep it interesting with contrasting colors, fonts, and letter sizes. Choosing the perfect resume template is half the battle!
	Your trades resume is ideal if you’re working trades, such as plumbing, welding, carpentry, electrical work, or machinery. Your job keeps life orderly and functional, so it’s important to reflect that in your resume design.

Doctor’s Orders Word Resume Template

[image: The doctor's orders Word resume template with green color blocks]	Unique sections allow you to input and highlight residency, licenses, and conferences easily. Use tasteful colors in your resume to demonstrate your personality.
	Your qualifications and skills can speak for themselves, but only great doctors are both brilliant and personable with patients. Show that you  are  that doctor!

Executive Word Resume Template

[image: An executive Word resume template]	If you’re looking to advance in the corporate world, this resume template allows room to highlight your expertise and success in a  professional resume summary .  
	Having trouble figuring out where to start? Take a peek at our  resume examples  for insight into creating a resume that lands you interviews. 

Green Technicalities Word Resume Template

[image: The green technicalities Word resume template]	It should be easy to differentiate your hard and soft skills  and certifications on your resume, which are incredibly important for technical jobs requiring niche skills. 
	While a lot of information can fit on your resume, clean lines and contrasting colors keep it from becoming overwhelming. 

Lawyer Up Word Resume Template

[image: The lawyer up Word resume template]	The boxing around the resume title and contrasting fonts provide sophisticated interest.
	Note the use of professional and straightforward fonts but strong visual interest from the choice of bolding.

Modern Limelight Word Resume Template

[image: A modern limelight Word resume template]	Your Modern resume works best if you’re applying to work at a startup. Exciting, bold ideas thrive in these environments, and your lime-colored resume fits the bill. 
	Students, don’t be afraid to use the work experience section for projects or even to showcase relevant hobbies and interests that help pitch why you should be hired. 

Remember,  if you’re having trouble customizing your resume template , make sure you check out our  job-specific resume samples . We also get that working with templates in Word can be tricky, so you can try one of our Google Docs resume templates or build a resume with us instead. How about this one here?
Experienced Medical Assistant Resume
or download as PDF

[image: Experienced medical assistant resume example with 12 years of experience ]How to Make a Resume in Word ?

[image: Job seeker types on blue laptop and questions how to make a resume in Microsoft Word]The best thing about building a resume in Word is that Microsoft Word comes with many resume templates you can find within the program. If none of these preloaded formats do the trick, you can search for alternate templates on the internet (probably how you found these here).
Between the templates included in Word, the options available online, our free resume templates for Google Docs , or the templates you can use in our easy resume builder , you should have no trouble finding a design that works for you.

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Find free Word resume templates
Accessing resume templates on Microsoft Word is a quick, easy way to structure your document. All you have to do is take the following steps:
	Click “File,” then “New.”
	Type “Resume” into the search box at the top of the window.
	Browse the templates and double-click the one you want.
	Delete the sample text and add your personal information.


[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Upload your outside templates into Word
While Microsoft Word offers some excellent resume templates within the program, you can find even more options on the internet, including our  professional resume examples .
Here’s how to find online templates and upload them into Word:
	Search Google for “resume templates,” or take advantage of our  free resume templates .
	Download the resume that fits your needs.
	Open a new Word document.
	Click on “Insert” at the top of the page.
	Select “Object” from the drop-down menu.
	Find the file for the resume template in the box that appears. It’s most likely under “Downloads.”
	Click on the file for the resume template.
	Click “Insert” at the bottom-right corner of the box.

*Note: This process will upload your template, but it may be distorted, requiring you to spend some time manipulating boxes, lines, and font, which is why we recommend uploading your resumes with our  free resume tool .

[image: Two job seekers discuss how to make a resume with a Word resume template]When it comes to creating a fantastic resume on Word, downloading the right template is only half the battle. From there, you need to do what it takes to fill the template with the right information.
There are two keys to making the most of your Word resume template: taking advantage of Word’s available features and practicing patience as you tweak and perfect the document.

[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Use Word’s available features
There’s a reason Word is so popular. It comes fully loaded with useful features, many of which will be a major help as you work on your next resume. Here are six features you should consider taking advantage of if you want your document to look its best:
	Word’s editor tool will check your resume for spelling and grammar. Don’t let recruiters doubt your professionalism.
	The Track Changes feature puts a red line through deleted text rather than eliminating it. Play around with the wording on your resume to weigh your options until you get it just right.
	Word’s Resume Assistant feature is specially designed for creating a new resume. Use this feature to see how others in your field have described their work experience, giving you the inspiration to overcome pesky writer’s block.
	Word’s line spacing feature lets you tighten up text, so there’s less blank space between lines. Say more on a single page.
	The margins adjustor on Word lets you cover more of the page with text. When you’re struggling to squeeze in important information, this extra space can prove vital.
	Word lets you convert your final resume to a PDF. This makes it easy to save your resume as a file you can send digitally.


[image: resume format for engineering students in word]Set aside ample time to build your Word resume
A resume on Word isn’t something you can polish off in five minutes even if you’ve uploaded a template. You need the document to come out looking fantastic, and that requires meticulous attention to detail.
While you work on your Word resume, consider the following:
	How to customize your filler text
	How to set the font size and color
	Which line spacing to use
	How to make an inflexible layout work for the information you need to include
	How to  format your resume  for ATS scanners

If all this sounds like too much of a hassle, just use our simple resume builder . By typing in your details and letting our tool take care of the rest, you’ll take the guesswork and stress out of the resume creation process.

[image: Job seeker selects best resume template on blue laptop ]There are countless resume templates in Word, and it’s up to you to find the option that best suits your industry and personality. No matter which template you choose, the most important thing is to represent yourself well. When it comes to  writing resumes , content wins over style every time.
While a  resume outline  and template will give your document the basic structure it needs, save yourself time and frustration by opting for a complete resume builder experience instead.
Whether you want to upload and  check a resume  with our AI-powered tips or start from scratch, our tools are convenient and effective. If you’ve got your information handy, then a stylish, professional resume is just a few clicks away.
The best way to start is to choose a Word resume template for a professional outline. Word has prebuilt templates, or you can download and upload one you find online. Once your template is set, you can customize the font, colors, spacing, and columns to fit your needs. Some best practices when creating a resume in Word include keeping it on a single page, using a 12-14 point Arial or Times New Roman font for readability, and using single or 1.5 point spacing.
Try a reverse-chronological format . It tends to work best for most careers. Leading with your most recent experiences shows career growth and helps emphasize how you can help with current industry needs. For example, someone applying for a senior management role may want to show how they’ve climbed the ladder from assistant or project management roles. Alternatively, recent grads with limited experience or applicants for highly technical roles may also benefit from functional or hybrid formats that list relevant skills and accomplishments before employment history.
Word has many prebuilt resume templates you can access. To do so, click “File” then “New” and type “resume” in the search box that appears at the top right-hand corner. Then, simply choose the one that fits your needs and personality. To access a resume template for Word that you downloaded online, go to “Insert” then “Object” and choose the file from the box that appears.
To save and email the resume you created in Word, go to “File” then “Save As.” Once the box pops up, enter a file name that shows exactly what position you’re applying to, such as “First Name–Last Name–Position–2024.” Then, under the “File Format” dropdown, you should select PDF since it’s the most widely accepted file type for resumes. Lastly, you would compose your email, click attach files, and add the PDF you just saved.

[image: Create my free resume now]Want our top 5 most popular Word Templates right to your inbox?
Download my Minimalist Word Resume Template .
Download my Technical Word Resume Template .
Download my Academic Word Resume Template .
Download my Acting Word Resume Template .
Download my Student Word Resume Template .
Download my Modern Word Resume Template .
Download my Functional Word Resume Template .
Download my Simple Word Resume Template .
Download my Professional Word Resume Template .
Download my Basic Word Resume Template .
Download my Best Word Resume Template .
Download my Harvard Word Resume Template .
Download my Easy Word Resume Template .
Download my High School Word Resume Template .
Download my Music Word Resume Template .
Download my Nursing Word Resume Template .
Download my Arts Word Resume Template .
Download my Pretty-in-Pink Word Resume Template .
Download my Royal Blue Word Resume Template .
Download my Trades Word Resume Template .
Download my Doctor’s Orders Word Resume Template .
Download my Executive Word Resume Template .
Download my Green Technicalities Word Resume Template .
Download my Modern Limelight Word Resume Template .
Download my Experienced Medical Assistant Resume Template .
Or download as PDF .
Download my Lawyer Up Resume Template .
Take me to my Teacher of the Year Word Resume Template .
Resume templates
Put your best qualities on display with professional, customizable resume and cv templates. no matter your line of work or length of professional history, you'll find resume and cv templates that'll help you get the gig..

[image: Resume template surrounded by 3D design elements]Download free resume templates
Land your dream job with free, customizable resume templates. Showcase your potential to recruiters and stand out from other candidates with a professional template. Whether you're applying to corporate positions or creative roles, go with a sleek design or show your creativity with bold colors .
Resumes don't need to look boring—add flair to your professional experience with a creative resume template. There are plenty of resume designs to choose from, like simple resume templates and modern resume templates. Each resume template is fully customizable in Microsoft Word , so you can personalize each design element and add your own text. Using a template also makes it easier to customize your resume for each position you apply to.
Print out as many copies as you'd like or download the template for free to share digitally when applying online. These professional resume templates are perfect for any stage of life or career. Whether you're a high school student, actor, or seeking a career in nursing, you can find any format for any job type.
There are also a variety of free CV (Curriculum Vitae) templates to choose from. A CV is often longer than a resume and contains an in-depth look at your education and professional accomplishments. Like our resume templates, these CV templates are also customizable in Word.
Remember, your next job is only a template away! Once you've customized your resume, explore free cover letter templates to help you land the job.
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	Example Resume for Engineering Students (With Template)
Here's an example of a completed resume for engineering students: Jim Clackson. 777-555-3234 | [email protected] | South Burlington, VT | jclackson.example.com Professional Summary. Detail-oriented and ambitious engineering student with a passion for obtaining accurate results and working on a team. Seeking an entry-level position in the ...




	50+ Engineering Resume Examples for 2024
50+ Engineering Resume Examples - Here's What Works In 2024. Engineers are in demand in every industry as technology evolves and companies prioritize innovation. We've provided Word and PDF templates for every kind of engineering role, whether that's a software or mechanical engineering role.




	Engineering Resume Template
47+ Engineering Resume Templates in Word. Appear more credible by highlighting your internship and professional experience, technical skills, and other student achievements in your CV with our engineering resumes in Word. The free engineering resume also contains content for any experienced engineer, undergraduate, and more.




	3 Engineering Student Resume Examples Proven to Work in 2024
3 Engineering Student Resume. Examples Proven to Work in 2024. As an engineering student, you're well on your way to starting a highly coveted career. You're an excellent problem-solver and you know how to think outside the box, allowing you to tackle complex engineering projects. You're no stranger to AutoCAD and you've studied your ...




	Engineering Student Resume: Examples and Guide [10+ Tips]
Then use it in your letter. Write a cover letter introduction that hooks them fast, to make sure they read every word. Use the second paragraph to tease the best bits of your engineering student resume. In your cover letter ending, say what you like about their company. Then ask for the interview.




	Engineering Student Resume—Examples and 25+ Writing Tips
Focus on solid facts: your college, GPA, and the achievements. 2 or 3 solid achievements here should utilize the 7.4 seconds of attention your resume will get. The last sentence should tie these ends together and explain why you want to work at the place you're applying—Of course, to learn, grow, and develop.




	Engineering Resume Templates, Examples & Format
Use an engineering resume summary if you've got enough experience to fill the Albert Hall. Use an engineering resume objective if your work history is full of holes. Or if you're writing an engineering student resume. Either way, use lots of measurable "wins." Like in these samples from engineering resumes. Engineering Resume Summary Example




	Engineering Resume Examples & Writing Guide for 2024
Resume introduction: a 1-5 sentence paragraph introducing yourself and your professional background. Work experience: a list of your relevant jobs and bulleted lists of your accomplishments in those positions. Education section: your most recent degree title. Skills section: a bulleted list of your applicable skills.




	5 Engineering Student Resume Examples & Guide for 2024
Don't miss our resume format checklist: Go for a traditional easy-to-read resume font sized 10-12p; Don't risk it: choose standard 1-inch resume margins; Make sure your Engineering Student resume fits in one to two pages; Save your resume in PDF to avoid having it edited by someone else.




	How To Write an Engineering Student Resume
Preparing a resume as an engineering student is an excellent starting point for finding jobs, internships and other opportunities. Use these steps to develop a well-rounded resume that identifies you as a strong engineering candidate: 1. Define your purpose. First, you should identify the reason you're writing your resume.




	18+ Best Free Engineering Resume CV Templates to Download
This free engineering resume template has a stylish design with plenty of white space around different elements. It can be customized in Photoshop. 3. Resume Template Vol-08 [Free] - Engineer CV Format. If you need a free engineer CV format for your next job application, download this sample.




	Engineering Student Resume: Complete Examples [+Pro Tips]
Engineering Student Resume Example. Carl Johanson.  Electrical Engineer (Student) [email protected]. (234)765-3245. Professional summary. A passionate electrical engineering student with over 8 months of industry experience in electrical system design and maintenance seeks to join an MEP company to further my expertise.




	Engineering Resume for 2024 [w/ Examples & Template]
Top ↑ Engineering Resume Example How to Build Your Engineering Resume (Step-By-Step) #1. Pick the Right Format For Your Engineering Resume Use Our Tried & Tested Templates #2. Add Contact Information #3. Write an Engineering Resume Summary or Objective #4.




	Professional Engineering Resume Examples
By clearly featuring his professional strengths as an engineer and documenting his years of service, he's making a persuasive argument for a recruiter to call him in for an interview. Build My Resume. Executive-level Engineering Resume Example: Safety Director. Customize This Resume.




	Engineering Student Resume Samples
The Guide To Resume Tailoring. Guide the recruiter to the conclusion that you are the best candidate for the engineering student job. It's actually very simple. Tailor your resume by picking relevant responsibilities from the examples below and then add your accomplishments. This way, you can position yourself in the best way to get hired.




	FREE Engineering Resume Template
Whether you're an engineering student intern or a professional civil, chemical, or mechanical engineer, download Template.net's free printable engineering resume templates that are vital for your job search. Choose from template examples for students with no experience resumes, or professional engineering resumes. ...




	7 Engineering Resume Examples for 2024
Engineering Resume Formats. It sounds more complicated than it is. Reverse chronology means the information listed on your resume begins with the most recent experience. For example, your current job, which you began five years ago, is listed at the top. The job you had before is listed right below it.




	Engineering Resume
Apply for your next engineering job with this free resume template. Engineers apply mathematical and scientific principles to solve complex technical problems. A great engineering resume outlines the candidate's practical background and education and should highlight notable achievements, along with the specific skills and expertise that ...




	Engineering Resume Examples
Engineering Resume Examples. Applicants for jobs in engineering are often required to demonstrate technical expertise and problem-solving abilities. Reference the job description as you're writing your engineering resume and consider how your skills and background match with the requirements. You may want to include a headline or summary ...




	26 Free Resume Templates (Word) Designed for 2024
Find free Word resume templates. Accessing resume templates on Microsoft Word is a quick, easy way to structure your document. All you have to do is take the following steps: Click "File," then "New.". Type "Resume" into the search box at the top of the window. Browse the templates and double-click the one you want.




	Engineering Resume for Internship
Resume Objective. Motivated Engineering student with 2+ years of volunteer and part-time work experience in renewable energy and a passion for developing sustainable engineering solutions. Proficient in AutoCAD, SolidWorks, and MATLAB. Detail-oriented and analytical problem solver with an eagerness to contribute to Group4 Technologies ...




	Engineering Internship Resume Examples & Guide for Students
Here are some tips for writing an outstanding cover letter for your engineering internship resume: Include your contact details and the company's name and address. Use the hiring manager's name in the cover letter salutation. Introduce yourself in a compelling way and start the cover letter with something interesting.




	Free resume templates to download and print
Download free resume templates. Land your dream job with free, customizable resume templates. Showcase your potential to recruiters and stand out from other candidates with a professional template. Whether you're applying to corporate positions or creative roles, go with a sleek design or show your creativity with bold colors.
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